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A survey of the literature of the past ten years 
indicates a wide variety of studies in the general area of 
placement and follow=up pr~ctices. Most of the studies 
dealing with placement are descriptive in nature and deal 
with such items as teacher supply and demand 1 analysis of 
the types of positions obtained by graduates!) and adminis-
trative practices and procedures followed in carrying out 
the functions of placement. In the mainj follow~up studies 
have been limited to obtaining descriptions of what has 
1 happened to particular groups of gradu~tes. 
Recent studies of national importance have turned the 
eyes of the schools and colleges toward their graduates as 
a source of information for the constructive analysis of 
their educational programs. According to Gilbert C. 
Wrenn» Professor of Psychology 9 University of Minnesota 9 
If ~ducation~l institutions were as re~ponsive 
to what the people think as are manufacturers and 
politicians~ there would have been a much greater 
1American Association of Colleg_es for 'Teacher Education 9 
Needed Research in Teacher Education 1 VI, 1954. p._39. 
1 
advance in the pas~ few years in the methodology of 
follow=up studies. 
Follow-up is a culminating phase of the student 
personnel program with the dual purpose of assisting the 
teacher education institution in evaluating and improving 
its training program and of assisting the graduate in 
making satisfactory progress in the profession. As ob-
vious as it may appear that one cannot know what the 
educational institution is doing or how well it is d6{ng 
what it purposes to do until the educational product is 
studied 9 the fact remains that schools have proceeded 
without this evidence for a long time. Accordingly 9 a 
survey of the literature revealed that institutions 
which have embarked upon a serious and systematic program 
of follow-up have been convinced they have profited 
because such studies have enabled them to adapt their 
training programs to meet the changing needs of the 
public schools and of the individuals they graduateo 
Statement of the Problem 
The specific problem in this study is a critical 
evaluation of the organization and administration of the 
programs of placement and follow-up in Oklahoma institu= 
tions that have teacher education programs. 
2Gilbert C. Wrenn 9 · 11A Critique of Methods Used in 
Follow-up Studies of Students,n Harvard Educational 
Review, X (May, 1940). PPo 3S7~3S8o 
2 
Need for the Study 
A. thorough search of the literature and of the 
yarious bibliographical sources has failed to reveal any 
comprehensive and up=to=date research dealing with organi-
zation and administration of institutional programs of 
placement and follow-up in Oklahoma. Some colleges have 
made surveys of their own operations and have sent ques= 
tionnaires to other institutions to discover existing 
praetiees 9 but there is still considerable need for 
studying the various types of college and university 
organ1zational structures and the attendant placement 
and follow=up functions. 
The Commission on Research and Service of the North 
Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 
recognizes a definite need for study.in the area of 
placement and follow=upo A letter to this writer from 
Walter L. Cooper 9 Chidrman of the Commission on Research 
and Service of the North Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools 9 stated that any work carried on in 
the area of placement and follow=up by the Commission at 
the present time is limited to committee work. He 
decltned to comment on the extent of such committee work 9 
but referred the writer to To Ho Broad» of the Tulsa 
public schools» who has worked with the above commission 
for some time. Further corr~spondence with T. H. Broad 
.. 
failed to reveal any such work. 
3 
In the study series on Needed Research in Teacher 
Education in 1954» the A~erican Association of Colleges 
for Teacher Education cited placement and follow-up as an 
._ 3 
area in which research w~s neededo 
Richard Eo Lawrence!) Associate Secretary of the 
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education 9 
pointed out the need for such a study in the following 
manner: 
The topic of the study which you propose to under-
take in the State of Oklahoma is certainly an 
interesting oneo I am sorry that I am not better 
prepared to advise.you regarding previous studies 
in this areao . 
I know that the University of the State of New 
York (the New York State Education Department) 
has recently undertaken a study of.this general 
natureo 
I would be interested in kuowing more about your 
study when it is underwayo _ 
The National Education Association Research Division 
in its 1955 report on the Supply and Demand of 'Te~chers 
noted that only 86,696 per~ons will be graduating.with 
standard teaching preparation, whereas the needs are 
approximately 104 9 000 annually .. 5 Mention was made of' the 
fact that preparation programs should be geared to the 
3American Association of Colleges for Teacher 
Education_i) op. cit., 1954,_ Po 39. . _. 
4A Letter from Richard E. Lawrence!) Associate 
Secretary of the American Association of Colleges- for 
Teacher Education, to the writer, January 12, 1956. 
5 Ray C. Maul 9 Teacher Supply and Demand in the United 
Statess 1955. pp. 1-2. 
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needs of teachers in teaching situationso Though teachers 
are leaving the profession, search of the literature has 
failed to reveal any investigation which would show why 
they are leavingo However 9 the fact that they are leaving 
means that every avenue should be explored by teacher 
training institutions in order to retain as many as 
possibleo Improved programs of placement and follow-up 
might serve to aid in retaining many of these teaaherso 
The Commission on Teacher Education and Certification 
which works closely with Oklahoma institutions of higher 
education concerned with the education of teachers in 
matters perta1ning to the recrui.tment 9 selection 9 
preservice education 9 certification, and inservice 
education of teachers recognized the need for a study of 
placement and follow-up services in O~lahoma institutions 
that have teacher education programso 6 A letter from the 
Executive Secretary of the Oklahoma Commission on Teacher 
Education and Certification stated that this group was 
interested in the area of placement and follow-up~ 
I certainly hope you will be able to make this 
problem your doctoral study project. As I said 
when we were talking 9 you certainly have my 
support and I think I am safe in promising the 
5 
6oklahoma Commission on Teacher Education and 
Certification, Proceedings of State Meeting~ Teacher 
Certification 9 February 12 1 1947 9 a report including the 
minutes of the meeting and a resume of actions taken by the 
committee designated to choose the members to serve on the 
Oklahoma Commission on Teacher Education and Certificationo 
(Oklahoma Cityi the Comm:i.ssion 9 1947., 
assistance of the Qornmist3ion on 'Teacher Education 
and Certificationo1 
A summary of the needs for the study makes the 
following apparent; 
lo There has been no comprehensive and up=to=date 
research dealing with organization and administration of 
institutional programs of placement and follow=up in 
Oklahomao 
2. The Commission on Research and Service of the 
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools pointed up a definite need for such a studyo 
Jo The American Association of Colleges for Teacher 
Education in its study series on Needed Research in 
Teacher Education cited placement and follow=up as an 
area of needed researche 
4o Richard Eo Lawrence 9 Associate Secretary of the 
American Association of Colleges for 'l:eacher Education 9 
pointed out the need for a study in placement and follow-
up. 
!5 .. The National Education Association Research 
Division pointed out the need for such a study0 
6e The Oklahoma Commission on Teacher Education 
and Certification indicated there is a definite need for 
a study in the areas of placement and follow=upa 
6 
7A Letter from Eddie Gilbertjl ,Executive Secretary 9 
Oklahoma Commission on 'I'eacher Education and CertificationJ 
to this writer 9 June 9s 1955. · 
Limitations of the Study 
. ~~- <,;., 
While this study is undertaken for the purpose of 
gathering information which will contribute to the meeting 
of the above=mentioned needs, it is not proposed that this 
research will establish the complete and final answer to 
these needso The study is limited in its scope and 
coverage and for this reason cannot do more than make a 
beginning in this area of researcho 
The study is limi.ted to the State of Oklahoma and to 
those institutions of college grade having programs of 
teacher education~ 
The present study is an evaluation of organizational 
and administrative patterns of placement and follow=up and 
does not attempt to make a study of follow=up and place= 
ment of groups of studentso 
This research is limited to a study of institutional 
programs of placement and follow=up rather than those 
services performed outside the college bureauo 
No attempt will be made to compare the programs of 
placement and follow=up of any particular institution 
with that of any other institutiono 
No claim of universality is made for this research 
since the problem is not attacked universallyo Neverthe= 
less 9 this specific study of a universal problem should 
contribute to an ultimate concensus 9 and additional 
information should be gathered regarding the common 
7 
problems existing in other stateso 
Assumptions Underlyi~ the Studi 
In the review of the literature certain assumptions 
were indicated which might be accepted for placement and 
follow=up services. The following seem to be those most 
widely acceptedg 
1. Placement and follow-up services constitute a 
functional part of the teacher=preparation program. 
2. Teacher=education institutions have a continuing 
responsibility to provide placement and follow-up servi.ces 
to their graduates and to the employing schools in their 
service areaso 
Jo Programs of placement and follow-up require 
,, 
organization and administration" 
An Overview of the Stu£Z_ 
Chapter II of this study is to be concerned with the 
development of teacher placement and follow-up in the 
United States. The secti.on will deal primarily with 
institutional placement and follow-up programs showing 
the findings and conclusions of studies made in this area 
of investigatione Recommendations of recent professional 
study groups considering college programs of placement 
and follow=up will be summarized~ and case descriptions 
of selected programs now in operation in specific colleges 
will be given& Both recommendations and case descriptions 
8 
are included in detail in the appendixo Chapter III will 
present in detail the procedures employed in conducting 
this studyo Chapter IV will include a descriptive and 
interpretative analysis of the programs of placement and 
follow=up in institutions in Oklahoma having teacher-
education programso This analysis will show the responses 
to the evaluative criteria sent to each institutiono 
Chapter V will be devoted to the summary!> conclusions,!; 
and recommendationso 
CHAPTER II 
'I'HE BACKGROUND FOR THE S'11UDY OF INSTITUTIONAL 
PROGRAMS OF TEACHER PLACEMENT 
AND FOLLOW= UP 
The purpose of the present chapter is to present a 
historical development of institutional teacher placement 
and follow=up. Recommendations made by study groups 
regarding the role of placement and follow=up in improving 
professional standards in teacher education are includede 
:Summaries of studies bearing a relationship to the present 
research are paraphrased in this chapter and included in 
the appendix. Case descriptions of selected programs are 
also summarized in the chapter and included in detail in 
the appendixo 
Historical Development 
Avenues through which candidates for teaching are 
assisted in securing teaching positions include college 
and university teacher=placement services 9 professional 
organizations 9 state departments of education 9 state 
education associations 9 private (commercial) agencies~ 
and federal government channels for recruitment of 
teachers for service in other countries and in special 
10 
1 departments of the government. As stated in the 
limitations this study will deal primarily with the 
development of institutional placement and follow=up 
rather than with those services performed outside the 
college bureauo 
There has been a growing tendency for educational 
institutions to assume greater responsibility for such 
services. Teacher placement as a part of the total pro= 
gram of selection» guidance 9 and preparation seems to be 
2 quite well acceptedo College and university placement 
11 
is essentially different from ordinary placement serviceso 
State 9 federal 9 organizational, and commercial facilities 
are set up to secure employmentj whereas the college and 
university function includes constant effort toward 
improvement of teaching 9 using follow-up services and the 
furnishing of data as a basis for curriculum adjustments 
and guidance of studentso3 
There have been three generally accepted types of 
organizations of placement services in colleges and 
universities== centralized 9 decentralized 9 and combinations 
1B. W. Frazier 9 "Teacher Placement 9 Registration and 
Related-Services.I)" Ci~cular No~ 209e Sixth ed. U. S. 
Office of Education, (1941), pp. 1-10. 
2c~ Po Archer, ~Perso;nel Procedures in Teacher 
'Training Ins ti tut ions si '" Journal of Educational Researchj 
40, (1947);; PPo 672=682. 
·3Co ~. Archer, "Local Selectionj Placement and 
Administrative Relations 9 ff Review of Educational Research, 
39 (1943)9 pp. 241=2510 
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of the twoo4 In many institutions placement and follow=up 
are a part of the personnel program9 which starts with 
vocational guidance work in the studentas first year 9 con= 
tinues through his college career, culminates in success= 
ful placement 9 and provides for an annual record of each 
alumnus 8 s vocational career. 
The first institution in this country to recognize 
the need for an organized teacher=placement bu.reau and to 
take positive action in this respect was the University 
of Nebraskao Such a bureau was authorized there in 1892 9 
with the chancellor as heade5 The first official announce= 
ment of the bureau was carried in the catalogue of the 
University in 1903 as follows: 
The University maintains a Teachers Bureau to 
assist students and graduates in securing positions 
as teachers and at the same time to aid superin= 
tendents and boards of education in providing 
schools with competent and suitable teaching 
ta.lent., For informatiog 9 address the Secretary 
of the Teachers Bureau. 
There is little record of placement activities before 
this time., Judging from a survey of the literature and 
from the number of profit""making teachersi agencies which 
flourished following the Civil War, one might reasonably 
41ulu Bo Anderson, "Placement Services in Colleges 
and Universities 9 " Uo S.~Office of Education.I) Bulletin, 
12, (1941) 9 39 p •. 
5J. G. Umstattdj) ed., Institutional Teacher Placement, 
(Detroit 1 Michigan 9 1937) National Institutional~Teacher 
Placement Association 9 p. J. 
6Ibid .. ,I) p. 6. -
conclude that placement services were either poorly 
organized or not in existenceo However 9 the establish-
ment of such services gathered momentum in colleges to 
the extent that in 1923 a small group of directors of 
college appointment bureaus met in Cleveland at the 
time of the National Education Association meetings and 
discussed organization.,7 In 1924 in Chicago the National 
Association of Appointment Secretaries was formedo The 
purpose of the Association was stated as followsi 
To promote and develop the work of the appointment 
offices throughout the United State~~ emphasizing 
cooperation, research, and service. 
In 1929 the name of the associ.ation was changed to 
the National Association of Placement and Personnel 
Officers. It was not long 9 however,, until the programs 
of the association began to reflect the problems of the 
members not primarily interested in teacher placement .. 
As a result, at Cleveland in 1934 the directors of 
teacher placement reorganized as the National Institu= 
tional Teacher Placement Association with the following 
stated purposes: 
To foster cooperation and research among teacher 
placement officials; to disseminate information 
coneerning practices and problems of teacher 
placement in educational institutions and state 
departments of education; to encourage the use of 
institutional teacher-placement bur6aus by school 
7 Ibid. 9 p. 10 o 
8Ibid. 
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authorities; and in general to promote efficiency9 
economy» ~d professionalization in teacher 
placement. 
California, Nebraska~ Michigan, and Minnesota were 
the only states with established state associations of 
teacher placement and follow-up before 1932. Directors 
of teacher placement from thirty-five other states 
expressed interest and in 1932 took steps to organize 
their groupsolO 
Another aspect of the recent development of insti-
tutional teacher placement is the broader geographical 
area served by the institutional officeo Formerly each 
institution was limited in its service to its immediate 
environs» whereas now major 'teacher-education institutions 
receive calls from all parts of the United States. 11 
Public school officials in any part of the country are 
free to communicate with any of the college placement 
bureauso This desirable interchange of personnel among 
states is also aided by the flow of students from their 
home states or elsewhere, for the professional records of 
a very large perce-.ntage of them may be obtained by commu-
nicating with the institution. from which the person was 
graduated. Public school officials are now taking 
9 . 
Ibido 9 Pe llo 
lOibid. j p. J3 0 
llrbid., p. 12. 
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advantage of this economical and professional method of 
recruit'ing and developing their instructional staffs •12 
Attention is called to the fact that the Encyclopedia 
of Educational Research by Monroe makes no mention of 
studies relating to development of institutional teacher 
placement after 1932ol3 Also worthy of note is the fact 
that nothing appears in the literature relative to the 
establishment of programs of placement and follow-up in 
Oklahoma institutionse 
3ecommendations of Study Groups 
In 1953 regional conferences regarding programs of 
placement and follow=up were organized under the auspices 
of the Commission on Teacher Education and Professional 
Standards. These meetings were held in New.,York.11 Atlanta, 
Chicago,, Kansas City,, and San Francisco. Each group 
15 
considered the problem of the role of placement and follow= 
up in the improvement of professional standards,, and 
working independently arrived at separate and distinct 
statements of recommendationse The detailed findings of 
the various groups have been included in appendix A. 
The essence of each report is as follows: 
In submitting their recommendations the New York 
group considered the following pointsi 
12rbido» p. Bo 
13we S. Monroe~ Encyclopedia of Educational Research~ 
19500 1520 p. 
lo Responsibility of placement and follow-upu 
2e Achievement of understanding of placement and 
follow=up through development of curriculumo 
J. Sharing in the personal interviewing and selec-
tion of teachers by superintendents~ principals 9 super= 
visorsj and teachers. 
4. The need for a closes continuing friendship 
between teacher=training institutions and public=school 
officials. 
So A follow-up service which would maintain contact 
between the teacher=training institution and the graduateo 
60 Continuing programs of evaluation of the effec-
tiveness of the teacher=training institution. 
7. Some means of developing a sense of responsi-
bility among various groups and associations for on-the-
job assistance to the new teacher. 
Bo Consideration to the principle of having students 
receive early and gradual 9 active participation in class-
room ac ti vi ties. 
9. Publicity of the desirable features of teaching 
as a professiono 
10., Re=emphasis of follow=up as a basis for improve-
ment of the teacher=preparation program. 
The Atlanta group worked in the following general 
areas to make their recommendations: 
1. Placement service as an integral part of the 
counseling program. 
16 
2o Division of the state or service area of the 
college into regions for a more intensive service in 
placement and follow=up. 
3o Placement as a continuous serviceo 
4. Assignment of recruitment duties to specific 
staff members. 
5o Detailed information regarding qualifications of 
students desiring to enter teacher training from the hi.gh 
schoolso 
6. Placement of graduates on the same basis as 
admissions practices. 
17 
7. Development of more effective screening processes. 
80 Criteria. for selection of teachers~ including 
more comprehensive datae 
9o Preference given to the best qualified teachers 
in the employment proc3dures. 
lOe Establishment of registers of teacher supply and 
demand by teachers' professional organizations. 
11. Priority given to those teachers holding member= 
ship in professional organizations or some accrediting 
agency. 
12. Safeguarding the quality of work completed by 
limiting the amount of college work pursued by full=time 
teacherse 
130 Improvement of fifth=year programs stimulated 
through follow=up practicese 
The group in Chicago worked in the following seven 
general areas regarding the roles of teacher placement 
and follow=up services in improvement of the professional 
standards: 
1. Adequate follow-up procedures as a source of 
improvement of teacher-education institutions. 
2o Encouragement of in=service growth through good 
placement and follow-up services. 
3. Achievement of cooperative efforts of teacher-
training institutions~ public schoolsj state placement 
offices~ and teachers as a functional purpose of place-
mento 
·4. General information contained in the credentials 
of the candidate. 
5. Definite statements of philosophy of the student 
regarding education and why he chose teaching. 
6. Aid given to students to know the community in 
which they desire to teach before signing_ a contract. 
7. Appraisal of the persontts work by the placement 
bureau through use of effective follow-up devices. 
The group from Kansas City devoted the major portion 
of its study to these three broad areas of interest: 
1. The analysis of the role of effective placement. 
2. The identification of useful techniques in the 
implementation of adequate follow-up services. 
3 .. The study of methods by which the professionali= 
zation of teaching may be effected. 
18 
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The group meeting in San Francisco recommended the 
following~ 
lo A more complete follow=up of graduates in teach= 
ing positionso This follow=up to be made through the 
teacher=training institution in such a manner that the 
regular teaching staff may be informed of the successes 
and failures of the programo 
2o Decentralization of the laboratory program among 
the teacher=education institutionso 
Jo Recommendations from master teachers 9 principalsJ 
and supervisorso 
4., Careful planning of first assi.gnments of beginning 
teacherso 
5o Visitation of local community before signing a 
contracto 
60 Efforts to improve reference paperso 
7. Devising of standardized techniques suggesting 
that more information is available to public school 
officials than that contained in the reference paperse 
80 Sharing of responsibility for eliminating the 
undesirable and the unfit from the teaching profession. 
9o Development of guiding principles outlining the 
feeling of the teaching profession regarding proper 
employment practices. 14 
1411 rmproving Standards for the 'I'eaching Profession 9 '' 
Report of the 1953 Series of Regional Conferences on 
TeacherEducat~and Professional Standards 9 The National 
Commission on Teacher Education and Professional Standards 
(Washington 9 1953) 9 PPc 52-56. 
Related Studies 
There has been a scarcity of research dealing with 
- . 
placement and follow=up services offered by institutions 
providing teacher trainingo Most studies in the area of 
placement and follow=up have dealt with a study of commer-
cial agencies or of placement policies of a particular 
institutiono 
One of the older studies containing many of the 
principles of follow=up upon which placement bureaus 
still operate was written by Effie Bathurst in 1928. 
The study was designed to reveal the different phases of 
a follow=up program appropriate for use by Eastern South 
Dakota State Teachers College. 15 These phases were as 
followsi (1) assistance to graduates in adjusting their 
education to their first teaching difficulties; (2) the 
improvement of the college courses so as to prepare 
future graduates to meet their teaching problems more 
effectively; and (3) information to facilitate the place= 
ment of graduates. 
It was further reported by Bathurst that there were 
five different types of services which should be rendered 
by this follow=up program .. These included (1) visitation; 
(2) bulletins by the extension division containing sugges= 
tions for teachers in the field 9 with a view of helping 
l5Effie Geneva Bathurst, 11A Teachers' College 
Follow=up Service 9 " Contributions.to Educ~tion, Noo 478 9 
(1931)5) 79 p .. 
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graduates especially; (3) correspondence with those 
"" 
writing for assistance; (4) questionnaire studies of 
graduates' own opinions of their d1ffioultl~s; and (5) 
"" 
improving the reports of visiting instructors 9 superin-
tendents9 and graduates on the helpfulness of the 
follow-up serviceo 
16 In 1933 9 Adams conducted a study which revealed 
pertinent questions for evaluating placement programs. 
These questions were as follows: 
1. Wb.at is the administrative organization through 
which teacher placement is effected? 
2o What are the policies which direct the work of 
teacher placement in the various institutions? 
Jo What preparation have teacher placement directors 
had for their work? 
4o What duties do directors of placement perform 
in addition to teacher-placement duties? 
5. How many students and employers are served 
annually by the teacher=placement offices in 
the institutions which train teachers? 
., 
Perhaps one of the best sources of information about 
organizational and administrative practices was a study 
conducted in the state of Connecticut. This study 
enumerated a fourfold responsibility of the teacher 
education institution which is as follows: 
1. Selection of the candidates for the profession. 
16walter H. Adams 9 The Placement of Students in 
Teaching Positions!! Carried £El E.l Higher Educational 
Institutions-- Including Normal Schools, Teacher~ 
Colleges 9 Colleges and Universities. Abilene 9 Texas: 
Abilene Christian College 9 1933. 131 p. 
21 
2. The education of the teachers for the profession@ 
J. The placement of teachers. 
4o The foll~w-up of teachers in service to help them 
succeed. f 
William T. Gruhn 9 Professor of Education.9 University 
of Connecticut 9 outlined procedures in the follow=up 
programs which were based upon correspondencej visitation 
and conferences. It has been the policy of the institu-
tions of Connecticut to keep in contact with the teachers 
as long as they remain in the state. A letter from 
William 1'o Gruhn revealed that even though this study 
had been conducted on a state-wide basis 9 the University 
of Connecticut had no mimeographed or printed statements 
of policies and practices concerning placement and 
follow-upol8 
A report from R. F. Strebel, Director of Student 
. -
Teaching and Placement 9 Syracuse University, stated that 
many colleges charge the graduate no fees for placement 
service while others charge a small enrollment,fee (median 
$2000). 19 The percentage of institutions charging a fee 
increased during the decade preceding 1940 but showed no 
17William To Gruhn 9 ''When Teachers Leave the Campus 9 rf 
Educational Leadership 9 December 9 1947, 141 p. 
18A Letter from William 'I1 ~ Gruhn, Professor of 
Education 9 University of Connecticuty to this writer~ 
December 22 9 1955. 
19Ro Fe Strebel,, and Others 9 11Current Practices in 
Institutional Teacher Placement. n ... American Council on 
Education, 19410 186 Po 
22 
increase in the early part of the next decadeo Most 
institutions assist alumni to secure promotions 51 but the 
service to graduates seems to be more extensive in 
larger universities than in small collegeso Information 
23 
furnished to college faculties and students by the place= 
ment office usually includes data on supply and demand, 
analysis of personnel requests including subject combina-
tions and salaries.I) reports of placement status 51 geographic 
distribution of placement» specific recommendations to 
faculty regarding curricular changes.I) information for 
guidance of students 9 reports on successes and failures 51 
and information on certification requirements. 
A survey of practices of follow-up in forty-seven 
teachers' colleges located in twenty-four states showed 
a great variety of practices.!) of which personal visits to 
graduates and conferences between the administrator and 
college representatives were the follow=up techniques 
used most frequently. 20 A few of the colleges followed 
the practice of bringing recent graduates back to the 
campus for conferences on teaching problems. 
A study conducted in the state of Minnesota was 
reproduced and furnished to the writer of this study by 
Eddie Gilbert 9 former Executive Secretary of the Oklahoma 
' ---
Commission on Teacher Education and Certification. This 
200. E. Peterson 9 Follow=up and Contact Work 51 
Proceedings 9 Annual Winter Conf'er'erice. Natioqal 
Institutional Teacher Placement Association 51 1941. 
pp. 12=13. 
study is an evaluative questionnaire used by the Minnesota 
Commission on 'I'eacher Education in attempting a program of 
improvement in teacher placement and follow=up in that 
stateo 
The evaluative questionnaire is as follows~ 
ADMISSIONS AND STUDENT PERSONNEL 
Part I= Principles of Evaluation 
E. PLACEMENr:I:' SERVICE 
The college should provide a placement service to 
assist the student leaving college to secure a 
position appropriate to his qualificationso This 
service should be available also to alumnL 
F.. FOLLOW=UP PROGRAM 
There should also be a follow-up service for the 
purpose of in=service assistance and growthe This 
should include systematic field worko 
Part 2 = Institutional Data 
E. PLACEMENT SERVICES 
1. Is there a placement office which provides 
service for all graduates and alumni wishing to 
secure teaching positions? 
2u If yes 9 answer the following questions: 
ao Explain how the service is made known 9 what 
facilities and services are providedj what 
records are kept, and what charges, if any, 
are made of the studento 
bo What staff is provided for maintaining place-
ment services? Indicate also to whom the 
director of the service is responsible and 
what proportion of his time is devoted to 
placement worko 
Co Explain in what way and to what extent the 
placement office provides the faculty with 
information about its problems 9 about supply 
24 
and demand for teachers 9 and indications it 
receives as to the adequacy of the preparation 
of its candidateso 
do What proportion of prospective graduates are 
informed about teaching opportunities and 
demands 9 the policies of the bureau, and 
instructions concerning application 
procedures? 
ee What proportion of the graduates certified 
during the last two years has the bureau 
helped to place? The number of alumni 
assisted? 
fo Report what has been done by the placement 
office or other agency of the college within 
the past five years to study the available 
positions and the success of its teaching 
graduateso What use was made of the 
findings? 
Fo FOLLOW=UP SERVICES 
lo Are follow=up services provided for graduates 
just beginning teaching? 
2o If yes, answer the following questions: 
aa What proportion of beginning teachers are 
followed up? 
bo To what extent are the following procedures 
(or others that you may have devised) used? 
Personal visits in the f ield.9 seminars or 
workshops on ·the camp us 9 systematic communi= 
cation by mail 9 rating scales filled out by 
supervisors.21 
Extensive research dealing with current placement 
and follow=up practices has been conducted in the state 
of Minnesotac Cumulative figures are kept for each month 
of the year 9 so that information is available as to 
2lcriteria and Procedures for the Evaluation of 
Teacher~Preparing Institutions in the State of Minnesota.I) 
1955. 
probable employment during the fall and winter of 
- - ·- -
candidates who complete training late or who for other 
reasons are unemployed at the beginning of the school 
year a 
Relation of salaries received to size of the community, 
to subjects taught, and to averages for the state as a 
whole is also reporteda Additional studies are underway 
in Minnesota dealing with such factors as scholarship, 
student teaching, rank and prediction of success in the 
field as measured by promotions in position, salary in= 
22 
creases, and recommendation of the supervisorso 
A study of one hundred fifty of our leading public 
and private universities, colleges, teachersn colleges, 
and junior colleges with respect to placement facilities 
made by Dorothy Reeves~ Chairman of the Secretarial 
Department, Fairleigh Dickinson College revealed that the 
schools were doing a rather sketchy job of placement and 
that the best interests of the graduates were not in most 
cases being servedo Eighty-four of the schools or 
seventy percent said that they had some type of visita-
tion of graduateso Twenty-five of the schools reported 
that they made no attempt at follow=up of their graduatesa 
This brief glance at some of the work being done in 
some of the colleges would seem to indicate these facts: 
le Visitation and follow=up are not only inadequate 
in a large number of our larger schools but 
woefully lacking in manyo 
22Ro F .. Strebel9 and Others9 OPo cito9 Pe 170. 
2o Th& state universities seem to be doing the best 
job and the private universities the next besto 
3e There is enough dissatisfaction and admission of 
inadequacy by those already working in the field 
so that with concerted effort on the part of 




On the basis of informal conversations and correspond= 
ence with several leading educators, and after a study of 
the literature, the programs of placement and follow=up 
of several colleges were selected for inclusion in this 
studyo 24 These programs of placement and follow=up are 
summarized with a detailed description appearing in 
appendix Be No particular rating or order has been given 
to these programs. 
Kansas State Teachersu College 
Officials of the Kansas State Teachersff College of 
Pittsburg 9 Kansas, supplied the writer of this study some 
23norothy Reeves, 11What About Follow-up?" School 
and College Placement 9 Vol. X; pp. 32=40. , ~ 
24Authoritative sources of suggested programs came 
from the following persons, agencies 9 and publications: 
Dro Morris Wallace 9 Professor of Education, Texas Techno-
logical School!) Lubbock, Texas; Dro 'Ware Marsden 9 Associate 
Professor of Education 9 Oklahoma.Agricultural and Mechanical 
College.I) Stillwater 9 Oklahoma; Dro Harold Massey., Professor 
of Education,, Panhandle Agricultural. and Mechanica~ College 9 
Goodwell» Oklahoma; Oklahoma Commission on Teacher Education 
and Certification; Bureau of Educational Research and Ser-
vice9 University of Wyoming 9 Laramiej) Wyoming; Review of 
Educational Research; Journal.of Educational Research; -
Encyclopedia of Educational Research; School and College 
Placement; and JJ:1he Journal of College ~lacement. 
very pertinent information regarding the program of place= 
ment and follow=up used in that institutiono The informa-
tion ~ncluded the following points: 
lo The purpose of the bureauo 
2o Information regarding credentials kept on file 
in the placement office e 
3o Detailed information for filling out the various 
formso 
4e The extracurricular and reference pageo Students 
are asked to be very explicit and not to qe too 
modest in listing honors and activities in which 
they excelo 
5. A listing of subjects by fields and the total 
number of hours in each fieldo 
6. The candidateus pageo 
7. A class schedule for expediency in locating a 
dandidate in case of an inquiry regarding a 
positiono 
8. Photographso 
9o Change of address or phone number informationo 
lOo Usual procedure followed in placing candidates 
in terms of notification, contact 9 sending 
credentials, the interview 9 and follow-up after 
the candidate has accepted a position0 
Further information is given the candidate regarding 
form and content of the application lettero Specific 
instructions are given as to grammar 9 personality and 
style 9 mechanical aspects 9 and various points to be 
covered in the letter. 
As a part of the follow=up progra.m 9 Ka~sas State 
·-· 
TeachersY College sends a letter to all i~~ graduates 
about August 150 Each new teacher is encouraged by a 
positive expression of best wishes from the placement 
official and assured that the college i.s interested in his 
welfareo The teacher is also notified in this letter that 
rating sheets are to be sent to superintendents, principals 9 
or supervisors for all Pittsburg graduates who are in their 
first or second year of teaching in a new school systemo 
This rating sheet is sent in January to each school 
employing Pittsburg teachers in order that the college 
may have some idea how its graduates are progressingo 
Also as a part of the follow=up program, a copy of 
the study carried on by the college concerning the occu= 
pations and locations of the preceding class of graduates 
is sent to each graduate of the class in Novembero The 
letter and the informative enclosure represent joint 
efforts of the president of the college and the director 
of the placement bureaua 
University of Wyomin~ 
Stimulated by a study conducted by Leo M. Thomas)) the 
University of Wyoming appears to be doing commendable work 
25 in the areas of teacher placement and follow-upo Mro 
Thomas is now the Administrative Assistant and Director 
. . 
of Placement in the Bureau of Educational Research and 
Service of the College of Education at the ·university of 
Wyoming, Laramie' 9 Wyoming o 
25Leo Mo Thomas 9 A Handbook of Desirable Policies and 
Practices of Teacher PTacement and Follow~up for the CoIIege 
of Education)) University of Wyomingo. Unpublished Doc~o:ral 
Dissertation 9 19520 Po 5. . 
The purpose of the teacher placement bureau is to 
assist the teacher=eduoation graduates with placement in 
the public and private schools of the state, to assist 
administrators of the public and private schools of the 
state in finding well-qualified teacherss to provide the 
best qualified candidates available for teaching the 
children of the state~ and to secure information system-
atically from former graduates and from school adminis-
trators regarding the strengths and weaknesses of the 
teaoher=placement and follow=up program and the teacher-
education programo The teacher placement bureau of the 
College of Education is organized as a part of the Coll~ge 
of Educationo 
At the end of the first year of teaching by a teacher 
an on-the=job appraisal is securedo This information may 
be used to improve the teacher-educ at ion program or to a id 
the teacher as weaknesses are identified. This on-the=job 
appraisal information is included in the teacher 8 s place-
ment paperso Conferences and off-campus workshops for 
beginning teachers are also a part of the placement and 
follow-up programso 
Because the information gathered by the placement 
bureau might be of value to faculty members in the 
teacherus major and minor fields of preparation~ there 
is a sharing of the informatione 
Visitation of the beginning teacher in the field is 
accomplished by the placement bureau director~ field 
JO 
supervisors 9 departmental supervisors 9 and members from 
the major and minor fields of preparationo These persons 
can render valuable assistance to the beginning teacher 
in helping him overcome the problems encountered in 
adjusting to the profession of teachinge 
The teacher=education bureau plans to secure system-
atically from former graduates information concerning 
strengths and weaknesses of the teacher=education program9 
The bureau also plans to secure information systematically 
from school administrators concerning the strengths and 
weaknesses of the institutional placement and follow=up 
programs e 
As soon as practical 9 the College of Education plans 
to initiate a follow=up of graduates for a period of at 
least three years; however 9 follow=up will be conducted as 
long as is necessary to help some teacher or to determine 
that he will not make a worthy member of the profession 
and should be advised to enter some other field of 
endeavor. 
State of Washington 
A survey of the literature has pointed to the fact 
that the state of Washington has been exhibiting leader= 
ship in developing programs of placement and follow=up 
among its institutionso Washington was the first state 
·' 
to requires as part of the teac:her=training program 9 a 
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follow-up program for the first=year teachero26 There 
was relatively little personal follow-up of graduates by 
teacher training institutions in the state of Washington 
prior to 1951 9 although most institutions made a regular 
practice of obtaining recommendations from the adminis-
trators on the first=year experience of the teachero 27 
It was felt that a survey of the progress made since 
1951 would have great value for each institution and for 
teacher training in the state as a wholeo Each of the 
fourteen institutions of Washington was asked to make a 
report of its program of placement and follow-up for the 
Teacher Education Committee of the state in accordance 
with the following outline: 28 
lo Follow=up program previous to the adoption of 
the general certificateso 
2o Development of the program for 1951~520 
3o Program for 1952=539 1953=540 
4. Proposed program for 1955=56. 
5. Illustrative materialj questionnaire~ forms 9 
and publications used. 
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60 Changes in the teacher-education program resulting 
from their follow=up programo 
26Effie Go Bathurst and Jan Fra.nseth.\l "Fol.lowing 
Graduates into Teaching.\l 1t Washington, Do Go»--Uo Se 
Office of Education 9 Bulletinjl 1954, NQo. 6~ 45 :P•. 
27Jo Murray L~e~ A ?ummary of~ Pollowmup Programs 
of the Teacher=Tra1.n1.ng Institutions 1n .. the State· of · 
Wash!ngton 9 School of Education 9 Stat~Co!Tege of-.. -
Washington9 February.\) 19550 Po 2. . . 
28Ibido 
7o Values which the insti.tution felt have accrued 
fro~ the follow=up pro$ram. 
80 Phases of the follow=up program the institutions 
consider most important. 
9o Factors limiting the kind of follow=up program 
they would like to conduct. 
Because of the importance of the work completed in 
the state of Washington and the all=inclusiveness in its 
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scope of institutions 9 a summary of the programs of place= 
ment and follow=up of that state is included in the 
present stud.yo 
Conclusions drawn from the study made in the state of 
Washington seem to indicate that follow=up programs during 
the four=year period from 1951 to 195.5 have been improving 
each yeare It has been very clear that the follow=up 
program is an essential part of the total teacher~training 
responsibility of each ins ti tut ion o 1rhe institutions have 
profitedj and the school districts throughout the state 
have profited .. The staffs of subject matter departments 
have been more actively involved in the programs of 
teacher training~ Better graduate students have been 
developedo 29 
Pacific Lutheran College 
Some pertinent information to the present study is 
revealed in a report of the program of placement and 
follow=up from Pacific Lutheran College 9 Parkland 9 
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Washington. 
The report is as follows~ 
When we visit them we plan to spend a minimum of one 
half day with each beginning teacher and arrange the 
visits in such a way that we can have conferences 
with both the administrato~ and the beginning teacherg 
This latter conference we try to have as long as time 
permits so we can give as much help as possible. In 
some cases it was possible to have a joint conference 
with the principal and teacher. There are arguments 
pro and con to the joint conference, we find. 
This year in our letters to the teachers announcing 
our visit, we have asked that they make a list of 
things to discuss in the conference. This is prob-
ably what has made the conferences so successful. 
The beginning teacher is definitely ready for thia 
conference and thus has a satisfying experience.3 
Western Washin5to.9. Colle~ 
1l1he report from Western Washington College of 
EducationJ Bellingham 9 Washington.i contains instructions 
to those college visitors who are engaged in the follow-
up programo These instructions are in bulletin form and 
are distributed to those engaged in visi.tati.on of the 
public schools for the purpose of aiding the beginning 
teacher6 
The bulletin contains the following information: 
''BEFORE YOUR VISIT 
Communications sent to the county and district 
superintendents 9 principals and teacherse 
10 To indicate the plaris of the college for 
the visitation 
2,, 'I'o state the three major purposes of the 
visitatlon 
Jo To obtain information from each teacher about 
his situation 
4. To inform the personnel in the district about 
the time and names of visitors 
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Materials to study before calling on the public school 
personnel 
lo The folder of each teachero Information from 
the teacher is filed if it has been received 
prior to your departureo Extra forms are 
included if the teacher has lost or failed 
to return the materialo 
2o Notations regarding certificates or changes 
in positionsQ If we have the information 
we have tried to pass it on to you. However~ 
you may find changes in assignment 9 new 
teachers added 9 others shiftedo 
Teachers new to the district but not necessarily 
PCC have received mailings. Most of them have 
received a letter telling why they received 




Reiterate our desire to help our teachers be 
successfulo 
Discuss ways we could have helped at the pre-
service levelo 
Give new Guide booko Call attention to 
sectionso 
Discuss schedule and purpose of visits. 
Phone building principal if changes are made 
from basic scheduleo 
Discuss problems his district faceso Obtain 
_ information which will give us- an under-
standing of educational problems of the 
stateo 
Ask what should be offered in summer school o -· 
Ask future positions 9 especially in secondary 
schoolso Will he move teacher up or hire 
new secondary teacher? 
See principal 
Reassure principal about our desire to help 
teacher have successful year. 
Avoid indicating criticism or disfavor of 
school situatione 
Emphasize need for team work and joint 
planning on year 0 s teaching and next 
tra.iningo 
Discuss ways we aould have helped at pre-
service level. 
Ask what should be offered in summer schoolo 
Let principal take lead in any negaiive 
aspectso 
Tour the building and discuss the above 
topics at same time. 
A1•1"ange to see teaching according to plan of 
principalo 
See teacher 
A visit to the teaaher 0 s classroom should be 
arranged if possibleo --Although one visit 
cannot be accepted as a basis of judging 
success!) some things can be noted that add 
to the picture of the kind of job the first 
year teacher is doingo Meeting the other 
teachers in the building is helpful!) too, in 
sensing the kind of situation the first year 
teacher is meetingo 
Some of the items to cover with the teacher 
include: 
ao Living conditions and community lifee 
bo Help received from the personnel in the 
distriato 
jb 
Co Teaching services and materials availableo 
do The pattern of teaching which seems to be 
acceptable in his schoolo 
eo The procedure in reporting to parentse 
fo Methods of working.with childreno 
go Professional activitieso 
ho Opportunity for social activitiese 
lo Tentative plans for next yearo 
j Helps desired from pre=servicee 
kc Helps desired now. 
AFTER YOUR VISI'r TO THE '.l.1EACHER --w -~-
See the principal againe Since he is the key 
person in helping the teacher succeed~ 
assurance of our cooperation may need to be 
re=iterateda Remind him of regional meetings 
sometime in February. 
See the superintendent again if possible to 
thank him for his hospitality and cooperationo 
Indicate that if help is needed for the new 
teacher that persons from the College stand 
ready to cooperateo Requests for help may 
b~ addressed to Dro Kuder, Director of Per-
sonnel Services!) .. who will relay the re9.uest 
to the appropriate person or personsoijjl 
Wendell C. Allen and Joseph Po Lassoie give further 
information concerning the programs of placement and 
follow=up in~ the State of Washington and their organiza= 
\ 
tiono 32 Visitation is unique in that two=man teams have 
been formed== one member from the professional education 
staff and one from a subject matter fieldo This arrange-
ment tends to provide a greater understanding between the 
college faculty in teacher education and in the academic 
fieldso Another feature of the organization is the 
regional meetings mentioned in the foregoing summary .. 
These meetings are held in order to secure as much 
reaction as possible on the nature of the experience that 
beginning teachers are having,, the problems that have 
presented themselves, the ways in which teachers were 
experiencing success,, the extent of orientation and 
guidance procedures of the school districts 9 and the 
thinking of the new teachers on individual needs .. A.t 
least once each year two days of conference are held on 
different phases of the education programo Ideas are 
shared on ways of organizing the follow-up program so 
31Ibido, PPo 3=5o 
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Wendell Co Allen, 
of Beginning Teacher's o ·'' 
1953)9 PPa 7e=81. 
and Joseph P. Lassoie 9 "Follow-up 
Educational Leadership~ .. (November 
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that it can be conducted as efficiently as possible in 
terms of time of college personnel and available funds .. 
North Texas State Teacher!.1 ~ 
North Texas State Teacheri College of Denton, Texas, 
through its placement se1•vice 9 makes available a number of 
pamphlets to its studentsj) among them a. Follow=up Service 
Booklet o The booklet gives informa ti.on under four• major 
headings o IJ'hese are g 
le Assistance in residenceo 
2o Placement in the fieldo 
Jo Assistance in the field. 
4o Guidance in the fieldo 
In closing the booklet statesi 
In summarizing the procedures followed in assisting 
teachers to succeed in their teaching posi ti.ans 9 we 
may note that this college: 
(l)Offers counsel and guidance to teachers when 
beginning their training)) stressing the develop-
ment of those qualities that are necessary to 
their success as teacherso 
(2)Gompiles an abstract of teachi.ng qualifications 
cas a basis for recommending them for positionso 
(3)Assists them in getting positions for which they 
are best qualifiedo 
(4)Counsels with young teachers before they go into 
their first jobso 
(5)Gets reports at the beginning of their worko 
{6)0ffers any assistance that seems necessary 
_during the school yeara 
(7)Gets a final report on the yearus worko This 
report helps determine what should be done for 
teachers before the next school year. 
(B)Keeps an annual up=to~date record of the 
professional and academic progress of all 
graduates of the institutiono Thus 9 at any 
time almost any type of experienced teacher 
whose success is known can be obtained for 
positions3ln the larger school systems or collegeso 
Antioch College 
A study of the placement and follow=up programs of 
Antioch College 9 Yellow Springs 9 Ohlo 9 reveals that the 
employer is a part of Antiochus program of educationo 
When an employer opens a job opportunity to students» a 
college representative through personal conference and 
correspondence gains as thorough an understanding as 
possible of the qualifications 9 duties 9 and working 
conditions of the jobo 
Working closely with both students and supervisors 9 
he recommends for the employerus approval a student whose 
background» training 9 and personal qualifications seem to 
fit the job 9 and whose interest is such that he wants to 
apply for it o 
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The employer has an opportunity to study the student's 
qualifications ahead of time and accept or reject themo 
Once a student worker is placed 9 the college representative 
.. 34 
tries to keep in close touch with both student and employ~ro 
JJEo Ho Farrington, The North-Texas 
College Follow-up Booklet-.. -p~6 o 
State Teachers 
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--.......... ...-~~~..,,-......-9 Springs 9 Ohio, PPo 2=3o 
Antioch College Bulletin 9 Yellow 
University of Nebraska 
As the University of Nebraska was the first school in 
the United States to esta.bllsh a teacher placement bureau 
(see page 12) 9 the writer thought i.t appropriate to in= 
elude this program among the case descriptions of programs 
of placement and follow=upo 
According to Ro D. Moritz, Director of Teacher Place-
ment at the University of Nebraska: 
A general conference is held with all seniors to 
acquaint them with the regulations;, requirements 
and procedures of the placement bureau. During the 
senior year 9 all students are required to.have a 
personal conference with the director of placement. 
They must submit a brief autobiography giving 
information regarding their parents 9 occupational 
and social background 9 a brief family history 9 
high school activities 9 honor awards» and recrea= 
tional interests.. Impresslons resulting from this 
conference are made a part of the studentus record. 
Its purpose is to refresh the directorus memory 
of the candidateus personality traits 9 ~interests~ 
social and family bacl,cground 9 helpful to the 
director in recommending candidates to prospective 
employers., 
The bureau at the University of Nebraska maintains a 
follow=up service not only for those whom the bureau 
has placed~ but also those who secured positions 
through their own efforts and all those registered 
in the bureauo Any complain.ts coming to the office 
in response to a questionnaire sent out to superin-
tendents who have employed candidates from the 
University of Nebraska are carefully examined 9 and 
some member of the Teacherus College faculty best 
suited to make the investigation is requested to 
visit such schools and get first hand information as 
to the cause of unsatisfactory service~ Re-regis-
tration in the bureau is discouraged until a person 
has spent two or three years in the same position .. 
The follow=up records are open to inspection and 
many superintendents in searQh of teachers avail 
themselves of these recordsaJ5 
35Ro Do Moritz 9 Current Practices in Institutional 
Placement~ 19410 Po 780 
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Trends or Patterns Indicated in 
Case ~-~t~ 
The following patterns o.f organizat.ion and adminis= 
tration were noted in the above case descriptions: 
lo Students who indicate a need may arrange special 
conferences with representatives of the training institu-
tiono 
2o In all case descriptions close working relation-
ships between the training institution and the public 
school were in evidenceo 
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Jo Reports were received following the first year•s 
worko These reports were usually sent by the superintend-
ent of the public school where the teacher was working o 
4e Staffs of the subject-matter fields were involved 
in the programs of placement and f.'ollow=upa 
5o Pertinent information was included in credentialso 
These credentials were kept up-to-date at all times and 
made available only to those iri authority or to the 
student upon his requesto 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURES USED IN THE COI~LECTION AND ORGANIZATION 
OF THE DATA 
The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the reader 
with the methods employed in gathering and presenting the 
data for this studyo 
In order to evaluat,e the work being done in Oklahoma 
in the areas of teacher placement and follow=up an evalu= 
ative instrument was needede The writer was faced with 
the problem of developing such an instrument or finding a 
suitable device alreadj developed and acceptede 
In a. survey of the literature only two instruments 
were found which might be used in a study of this kind .. 
One of these had be,em developed by Max Bergero Insofar 
as the writer could determine Bergerus device had not been 
applied by any individual or group to a study of this kind. 
Even though Berger had developed criteria. applicable to 
problems of placement and follow=up 9 the writer felt that 
the inst1~ument was not readily adaptable to use in this 
studyo The questions were wholly subjective and presented 
in groups headed by general statements such as the 
followingg 
le To what extent does the college recognize its 
responsibility in placement? 
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2o To what extent does the school endeavor to secure 
placements? 
Jo To what extent does the school actually place its 
graduates? 
4o To what extent are the students familiar with the 
services of the placement office? 
.5., To what extent is there a follow=up of placements? 
60 To what extent does the school grow (modify its 
own program) through information gained in its placement 
work? 1 
A second instrument 9 the one chosen by the writer for 
this stud~) was developed by a committee of the Cooperative 
Commission on Teacher Education in Pennsylvania and the 
Asaociatioh of Liberal Arts Colleges of Pennsylvania. 2 
This group had as its purpose the development of criteria 
by which institutions engaged in teacher education in 
Pennsylvania could evaluate their programs. 
1Max Berger 9 'jA Yardstick for Your Placement Programo" 
Occupations 2.5i 16J=65.. December, 1944. 
2The Commission9 of which this commi.ttee was a part.s> 
worked under the leadership of Dr. J. S. Butterweck 9 
Teachers° College,·Temple University. The membership of 
the committee included the following person$~ {1) C. O~ 
Williams 9 Chairman 9 The Pennsylvania State College 9 ···State 
College 9 Pennsylvania, (2) Al·ton G. Kloss 9 Se,cretary 9 
Thiele College 9 Greenvllle 9 Pennsylvania 9 (J) 'I1pomas Mo 
Galland, State Te~chers 1 College 9 California 9 P~n~sylvania, 
(4) George Ao Harcar 9 Duquesne University 9 Pittsbtirg 9 
Pebnsylvania 9 (5) Lo H. Wagenhorst 9 State Teachers• 
College 9 Sllppery Rock 9 Pennsylvania 9 (6) George Hoffman 9 
University oi' Pittsburg 9 Pittsburg 9 Pennsylvania.. 
The criteria were not only used by the Pennsylvania 
group, but were also used in 1951 by a Wyomir.g group to 
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evaluate the policies and practices of placement and follow-
up in that state. One of the results of that evaluative 
study was the development of a handbook of desirable 
policies and practices of teacher placement and follow-up 
now in use at tre University of Wyoming. 
No record was found where these criteria had been tested 
for statistical reliability. However, since they had been 
tried and accepted in the above-mentioned studies it· seemed 
reasonable to the writer to make use of them for evaluating 
the programs of placement and follow-up in Oklahoma. 
Furth3 r jus tif ic at ion for their use wa.s based upon adv ice 
of staff members of the School of Education of Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College wio felt that criteria 
developed outside the state had advantages over those which 
might be . deve~oped by the writer. 
Since it was the intent of this study to determine the 
degree to which each cooperating institutlcn was complyir.g 
with the evaluative criteria it w~s necessary to establish 
~ ._ pre;><;: edure which would make this possible. With emphasis 
placed on the degree of compliance ' it did not 13eem feasible 
to make use of a check list which called for "yes" or "no" 
~ "' 
responses~ Such responses would hllve given a measure of 
compliance to the criteria but degrees of compliance would 
have been lac king. 
In order to secure the degree of compliance, a five-
point scale was developed and adapted to each item of the 
evaluative instrument. Nothing was done which might 
change the meaning of any item in the evaluative instru= 
ment .. The Check list did make it possible for respondents 
to indicate the extent to which their institutions were 
performing the functions of placement and follow=up by 
their responses to the evaluative criteria. 
Before the check list was used i.t was exami.ned by 
others!) criticized;1 revised and rewritten several time.so 
In order to test the effectiveness and clarity of the 
check list Dr. Harold Massay 9 Head of the Education 
Department and Director of Placement of Panhandle Agri-
cultural and Mechanical College 9 was asked to react to the 
entire instrument and to offer suggestions .for improvemento 
As a result of the criticisms made by Dr., Massey minor 
changes were made and the final form of the aheck list was 
ready .. The final instrument contained the following degrees 
of compliancai (1) complete9 (2) a great degree 9 (3) a 
moderate degree 9 (4) very little 9 and (5) nonea A sixth 
category was added to enable respondents to indicate items 
which. did not apply to their particular situation or ins ti=,. 
tution. In case of replies of this kind each respondent 
was asked to state the reason for non=applicationo 
After consulting several leading educators 9 including 
the chairman of the writerus advisory committee 9 it was 
decided that the information for this study could be 
redeived by mailing the above aheak list to each 
institution r•equesting a self=evaluation of the programs 
of placement and follow=up in terms of the evaluative 
criteriao The data used in th:!.s study were secured by 
this methodo Certain weaknesses 9 attributed to the use 
of check lists are present in this .reporto Among the 
weaknesses are the following~ 
lo It is possible that the officials of the insti= 
tution were not responding to the instrument from the same 
frame of referenceo 
2o It is possible that there were factors affecting 
the programs of placement and follow=up i.n the various 
institutions not covered by the check listo 
Jo It is possible that the judgments of the indi= 
viduals responding to the check list were qui.te varied .. 
4o The fact that no responses were received f!'om 
two institutions may have been due to poor or unusual 
conditions at these institut,ions thus givi.ng an incomplete 
picture of' placement and follow=up programs i.n Oklahoma .. 
The wri.ter recognized these weaknesses and acted 
accordingly in analyzing the r·esul ts of the study .. 
The check list and a letter of transmittal (appendix 
46 
C) were sent to each of the following Oklahoma ~nstitutionsg 
Benedictine Heights 
Bethany Nazarene College 
Central State College 
East C~ntral Stjte College 
La.ngs ton Unlversi ty 
Northeastern State College 
Northwestern State College 
Oklahoma Agricultural and 
Mechanical College 
Tulsa 9 Oklahoma 
Bethany 9 Oklahoma 
Edniond 9 Oklahoma 
Ada 9 Oklahoma ~ 
Langston 9 Oklahoma 
Tahlequah 9 Oklahoma 
Alva 9 Oklahoma 
Stillwater 9 Oklahoma 
Oklahoma Baptist Uni.versii ty 
Oklahoma City University 
Oklahoma College for Women 
Oklahoma. University 
Panhandle Agricultural and 
Mechanical College 
Phillips University 
Southeastern State College 
Southwestern State College 
Tulsa University 
47 
Shawnee 9 Oklahoma 
Oklahoma City 9 Oklahoma 
Ch:lckasha 9 Oklahoma 
Norman 9 Oklahoma 
Goodwell 9 Oklahoma. 
Enid 9 Oklahoma 
Durant» Oklahoma 
Weatherford 9 Oklahoma 
Tulsa 9 Oklahoma 
The letter and check list were sent to each of the 
above institutions April 10 9 19560 There was almost 
immediate response from twelve of the institutionsQ After 
waiting a reasonable length of time for the remaining 
institutions to respond}the writer felt that a follow=up 
letter would help to get these responseso A second letter 
was 9 therefore 9 sent to the remaining five ins ti tut ions . _ 
again asking them to complete and return the check lists 
at their earliest c:onvenienaeo The second letter brought 
responses from three more institutions with two still ab= 
stainingo A telephone call to one of these institutions 
revealed that the person in charge of teacher placement 
was away from the campus but would reply upon his returno 
A personal visit to the other institution revealed a 
change in personnel in the placement office and a lack of 
time prevented officials from respondingo The placement 
official at this second institution also revealed to the 
writer that he was not in sympathy with a study of this 
kindo After considerable discussion» a promise to com-
plete and return the chEH::k list was made o After waiting 
two weeks for these responses the writer decided to pro= 
ceed with the study without information from these 
institutionso Completed check lists were returned by the 
following: (1) Bethany Nazarene College 9 (2) Central 
State College 9 (3) East Central State College 9 (4) Langston 
University 9 (5) Northeastern State College 9 ( 6) Northwestern 
State College 9 (7) Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 
College 9 (8) Oklahoma Baptist University 9 (9) Oklahoma 
College for Women!) (10) Oklahoma University 9 (11) Pan-
handle Agricultural and Mechanical College 9 (12) Phillipa 
University 9 ( 13) Southeastern State College 9 ( 14) South ... 
western State College 9 and (15') Tulsa Universityo 
In organizing the data obtained from the application 
of the criteria for the main body of this study an arbi= 
trary weighting was assigned to each degree of compliance 








Degree of Compliance 
. 
Complete 
A great degree 
A moderate degree 
Very little 
None 
Since fifteen schools reported the possible score for 
each criterion was a posi ti.ve or negative thirty a The 
following arbitrary distribution of scores was also 
assigned~ 
Range of Scores Degr~ of Compliance 
t30 Complete 
'1}24 to i29 Approaching co~plet~ 
.!J, 9 to +23 A great degree 
0 to t 8 A moderate degree 
= 9 to =23 Very little 
=24 to =29 Ap_ppoaching non=compliance 
-30 None 
F_or example if fifteen schools reported complete com= 
pliance with a criterion the score would be a positive 
thirtyo If the total score equaled a negative twenty there 
would be very little compliance with that criteriono 
Each table shows the number of schools responding to 
a particular criterion and to what degree they are com= 
plying .. The weighted score of each degree of compliance 
is included in the table as is the algebraic total summa= 
tion of scoreso These tables will be presented and 
analyzed in the following chapter of this studyo 
CHAP 1'.ER IV 
AN ANALYSIS OF '.I1HE PROGRAMS OF PLACEMENT 
. .. ,. ' 
AND FOLLOW=UP IN OKLAHOMA INSTITUTIONS 
The purpose of this chapter is to present an analysis 
of the data on the programs o.f placement and follow=up in 
Oklahomao The informati.on is organized into divisions 
corresponding to the major aspects of the placement and 
follow=up programs o ':I:1he ma.jor aspects are as .follows~ 
(1) Policies; (2) Organization and Administration; (3) 
Credentials .9 (4) Relations with Employing Oi'fic ials; ( 5) 
Follow=up; and (6) Researoho 
Each criterion under the major aspects will be treated 
separatelyo The analysis will be based upon the degre~ 
to which the institutions are complying with each cri= 
teriono Concluding the chapter will be a table showing 
the distribution of the total weighted responses to the 
entire instrumento 
Part I== Policies 
Data gathered from fifteen institutions in Oklahoma 
regarding policies of teacher placement and follow=up 




POLie!IES OF TEACHER PLACEMENT 
Degre9.!?of Compliance 
'l'he ::unprovement or the educational 
structure of the region served is 
recognized as the primary function 
of the placement service_o 
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2 0 Registration in the placement I I I I I f ·1 1· 
service is required of all graduates I Weighted .. · · . · 
from the teacher=education ~urricula · Score I ~ 2 J O j =1 I =8 ! b l= 
and made available to all summer Schools¥ 1 
sessions or ext~nsion. classeso ----~ ... __ -Responses 3 
,., 
,c.. 0 1 !±. 5 
3o Efforts are made to explain to the I Weighted 
less desirable candidates the Score I 4 I 5 I O 1=2 I I :It:? 
di.· fficultie. s·t····h· e.·.y·,··· w. il. 1 encounter .ls ..ehools v 
in securing po_sitions_L ~- R,1:tsponses 2 5 6 2 
4o Efforts are made to find school Weighted 
situations where there is a re.aeon- Score I 6 I 8 I O I I I ~4 
able hope that the less desirable Schools~ 
candidates will succeedo Responses 3 8 4, 
;;-The p1aeement service is frank in Weighted 
advising prospective employers Score I 22 I 4 I I I I r6 
of the possible limitations of Schools?. · 
sugg§_§ted candidateso Responses 11 , · · 4 ··. ! \J1 I-' 
TABLE I==(Continued) 
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bo Reasonable care is exercised to 
see that all material and 
testimonials are held in strict 
I O l =l I I I !Weighted Score I 20 I 5 j 
!Schools v -:. j ~ , , 
·Re~ .... o. ~ses '. 11 4 L =1- ~. j 
~2"' 
confidence o 
~7o All requests for teachers are 
reasonably prompt attentiono 
given Weight,ed I l I 
Sco:re ... 1 l~-- ~ . 0 ! ! ·19 
Schools' ! , . -
1:t' 
'-' 0 
-··-· . . __ llespone,es I L, 5 :J_ I I I _ .. 
The services are free of all costs Weighted 1 ~I 1 
to the registrants. 1Score 22 I 1 0 .~ 
Sc;hools 1 ~ 1 ,· I 
~ Resnonses 11+ _l. I 3 » 
9 o Systematic efforts are made to ·.. . ' 
instruct graduates in school law Weighted I 
pertaining to contracts.,, sala:r:tes 9 ,Score 2 · 7 I O ! l =2 i I ~- 7 
tenure, and legal responsibilities I · 
and limitations of classroom Schools r _ I 
teachers o _. Re sDonses 1 I 7____ 6 1 
10~ Systematic efforts are made to Weighted 
instruct graduates in professional Score 4 I 10 I O =2 I 1,lZ 
ethics. Se;hools? I I . j 






11. The placement director is given Weighted 
opportunity to share in the making Score 
of policies for admission and Schools' 
fmidance of studentso Resnonses 
120 The placement director is given 
opportunity to interpret to the Weighted 
members of the administrative and Score 
instructional staff the needs of Schools' 
the nublic schools. Resnonses 
13. The placement director is given Weighted 
opportunity to participate in Score 
curriculum revisions. Schools' 
Resoonses 
140 The placement practices fall Weighted 
within the accepted philosophic Score 
pattern of teacher educationo Schools' 
Resnonses 
150 The placement practices are Weighted 
consistent with the stated Score 
philosophy of the institution. Schools' 
Resnonses 
Degrees of Compliance 
(I) (I) 
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Cl) ID a! CD CD 
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42 +l 0 -1 -2 
8 5 0 -2 - 4 
J... 5 2 2 2 
6 5 0 -1 ~2 
3 5 5 1 1 
- -
J... 8 0 -6 
2 8 2 3 
ll... 7 0 
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In general the data regarding policies revealed that 
even though there is some distribution of responses to 
this aspect of placement and follow=up there is a group= 
ing of responses to the following criteria~ five.P six.; 
fifteen; eight; fourteen; and seveno The positive scores 
of twenty-six 9 twenty=five 9 twenty=f'our 9 twenty=three 9 
twenty=one 9 and nineteen respectively, indicated com- · 
pliance to a great degree with these ariteriao 
Also worthy of note is the fact that the responses 
to these criteria reveal ~o general relative weaknesses 
among the Oklahoma institutions in this particular areao 
Part II== Organization and Administration 
Within the Placement Office 
Responses to the criteria regarding organization and 
administration of the placement office are shown in Table 
II 9 pages 55 through .56o 
.54 
TABLE II 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
OF PLACEMENT PROGRAMS 
11· ~egrees of compliance 
. I I I l 
I (I) i (l)/. ! J'"d .µ .µ l • (!) 
(l)~ G), ro ©1· (I) I .µ ,-i .p Qi: ~ <D ..-1 : r-l ,..c; © I Ps m. Hi @ ~ :>-, .p · © ro r-1 m bD. ~ 
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1 m• • "f" • 1 . p. .r, - r1 . .· d ~ I- -+- I I I . 
o Lhere is an 0I_1c1a. spec1_1caiiy -~eighte. ·,· I I. i ! 
charged with the definite respon= I Score · .. 26 _ ! 1 J O I L I I 'fl27 
sib:ility of placement o . I Sch.ool·s· ~ !.. . ! . \.: I ! I j · 
. _ =- _ i Re s12on se_£t.l 13 +--·· l _=-1 l · i I ! 
2., All ~"~quests O i'?r candidates fo~" I O '. - l I ~ I r I : 
teach~ng position~ are repo~'::ed. . i Weighted l _ i l l I ! I 
t,he placement officer and a.1.l f':inal I Score -· -1=-li'.,L L 2_-1_ 0 i . _ i I I -:.19 
.r~commer:dations are made through 1 ~chools 11 I = I T 1i I i I 
-h1s off:cce, . __ . .J_Respons~s L _ ~. ;--.. 2 ' .1 , I I I .. 
) ' The director of placement is I r ' t I . I I 
responsible to the chief adm:Lnis= i Weighted I _ ! I , . l .. _. 
trative offieer of the instit,fftion §.g_pre j 26 I 1 j '. =l l +-r' , 26 
or to a coordinating administrative Schools 1 l II=- ' 1· ~ · I ~ 
i~f· , 0 "' R . l , - ~ ., O.lCla.Lo _ 8S0IlS8S "'- l . .L 1 
4., Adequate provision is made for a.n Weighted - - ! 
accessible and suitably located . S ore 1 18 " I O I =l I I. I ,:,22 
permanent officeo Schools 9 ; 
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5o Adequate provision is made in light Weighted 
of present and expanding needs in Score 10 6 0 =l 
secretarial and clerical serviceo Schools'r 
Resnonses fj 6 3 1 
60 Adequate provision of supplies and Weighted 
16 equipment is madeo Score 4 0 =l 
Schools 1 
Resnonses 8 4 2 l 
7o Adequate provision is made in light Weighted 
of present and expanding needs of Score 8 4 0 =2 =2 
suitable conference roomso Schools? 
Resnonses Li. 4 4 2 1 
80 Office procedures include definite Weighted 
delegation of duties and respon= Score 14 6 0 =2 
sibilities to secretaries and Schools'I -
clerks. Resnonses 7 6 1 1 
9o Office procedures include a Weighted 
18 definitely planned system for Score 5 =2 
interviews. Schools i 
Resnonses 9 5 1 
1 Oo Office procedures include a Weighted 
definitely planned system for Score 12 5 0 =2 
interviewso 0chools 1 
Resnonses 6 5 1 2 
ro ~ 
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Several facts in Table II are worthy of comment0 
-·· .. -
There is almost complete compli.ance among Oklahoma 
institutions with the criteria one and three as the 
positive scores of twenty=seven and twenty=six respeo= 
tively~ indicateo Especially important is the fact that 
there is a great degree of compliance among the institu= 
tions with criteria four» nine 9 two 9 six9 eight 9 five 9 
and ten as the total weighted scores of twenty=two, 
twenty=one 9 nineteen 9 nineteen 9 eighteen 9 f1fteen 9 and 
fifteen respectively, indicateo This shows a relatively 
high compliance among Oklahoma institutions with this 
aspect of teacher placement and follow=upo 
Part III== Credentials Used by the 
Placement Office 
Information regarding the credentials of' the 




1 o The credentials include persona,l data 
sueµ as: name)) home address and 
telephone numberj temporary address~ 
date of birth» personal defects~ if 
anyj height and weight~ marital 
status_. _an_d_ J)_hot_o,e:r__aph" 
2 o The credentials include scholastic 
data such as: secondary)) under= 
graduate and graduate 9 extra= 
curricularj honors and awards 
Weighted 
Score .. 
I- Schools 1 . Responses 
Weighted 
Score 
Degrees of Compliance 
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received~ credits summarized by I Schoolst 
sub.iects and fields of certific_atj<:m.o I Responses I 12 2 1 
'O 
Q) 
irl ~ (i) ro r1 co bO H Q) .µ +> •r-1 0 
0 0 0 Q) 0 
A S:: E-t ~ Cl) 
.:-28 
i>26 
Jo The credentials include teaching i Weighted 
exper~e~ce j) vocational experience :i I Score 
O 
j 20 ! 5 I I I I I t25 
and military recordo Schools' 
!Responses I 10 I 5 l I I I i 
\r 
0: 
TABLE III~- (Continued) 
Degrees of Compliance 
Q) Q) 
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4,, The credentials include testimonials · 
from supervisors of student teachingj Weighted 
former secondary school officials or Score 20 5 
teachers , instructors in major 
fieldsj instructors in minor fields, 
direct or of extra-curricular Schools' 
activitiesj former employers, and Responses 10 5 
home=communitv r eferenceo 
5o The credentials include miscellaneous Weighted 
data such as : foreign residence or Score 10 3 0 =3 =2 
travel, biographical sketcho Schools t l 
Responses 5 3 3 3 1 
60 The plan for collecting the data Weighted 
includes systematic registration Score 26 l 0 
procedureo Schoolst 
Resnonses 13 1 1 - -
Weighted 
Score 20 4 0 
SchoolsY 
returnedo Responses' 10 1 4 , 1 I 
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TABLE III--(Conc l uded) 
Degrees of Compl i ance 
Bo The plan for collecting the data 
includes easy access to the 
c ollege records o 
9o Provision is made for periodic 
revision of registrantsf 
credentials o 
10~--Tne- p-rovisions for assembling 
data include a permanent folder., 
11. The provisions for assembling data 
include availability of several 
sets of each candidate's 
credentials up to date .at all timeso 
12. The provisions for assemoling data 
include an effective system for 
filing and finding credentials. 
13. The provisions for a s sembling data 
include confidential information 
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Some interesting facts regarding the registrantsi 
credentials are noted in the responses to this aspeat of 
teacher placement o rr1he most significant of these is the 
grouping of the responses toward the top of the scale in 
criteria onej) six 9 two 9 three 9 four 9 seven 9 ten 9 twelve 9 
and eighto Oklahoma institutions are approaching co~plete 
compliance in these aspects e.s the total weighted scores 
of twenty-eight 9 twenty=seven 9 twenty=six 9 twenty=five 9 
twenty=fivej) twenty=four 9 twenty=four 9 twenty-three 9 and 
twenty-two respectively 9 indicateo Responses to these 
criteria reveal that practices followed by Oklahoma 
institutions in their programs of placement and follow-up 
are very much the same as those in effect in selected 
programs described in Chapter IIo 
Part IV== Relations with Employing Officials 
61 
The distribution of responses to the criteria regarding 
the relationships between the training i.nstitution and em= 
ploying officials is shown in 'I'able IV.9 page 620 
TABLE IV 
RELATIONS WITH EMPLOYING OFFICIALS 
Degrees of Compliance I ~ 
lo Bulletins are published describing 
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4-o Facilities are ample for interviewing! Weighted 
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registrants, prospective employers Score 10 
and for prospective employers to Schools? 
inter_view:. candidateso Res onse.s r..; 
5o The interests of the school districts 
are protected by refraining from 
recommending teachers under contract 
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In general a great cl.agree of compliance is rioted 
among Oklahoma in~titutions with the criteria two 9 three 9 
four 9 and five as the total weighted scores of eleven 9 
fourteen 9 th1rteen 9 and thirteen respectively 9 indicateo 
. -
The relative weaknesses noted among the Oklahoma 
institutions is the fact that there is compliance to a 
moderate degree only with criterion oneo 
Part V == Follow=up of Graduates 
Data on the follow=up of graduates as conducted by 
Oklahoma institutions a.re presented in Table V 9 pages 649 
63 
TABLE V 
FOLLOW-UP OF GRADUATES 
Degrees of Compliance 
Q) Q) 
+> +> 
Q) Q) C(! Q) Q) 
,-; +> Q) H Q) r--1 
p.. ~~ Cl) f..-t :>, +> Q) s 'O b.( f..-t +> s:: 
0 f..-t a> 0 Cl) © . ,--1 0 
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92 +1 0 =1 =2 
lo Follow=up visits by instructional We ighted - -
staff members include systematic Score - 2 0 =6 =2 
visits during the first or second Schools ' 
vear of teachi n~. Resnonses 1 6 6 1 
2o Follow=up visits by instructional Weighted 
staff members include conferences Score b. 0 =5 
with employers at the time of Schools Y 
visitation . Resnonses 2 7 5 
3o Follow=up visits by instructional Weighted 
staff members include written Score - 0 =8 =4 
r eports on the graduates to the Schools Y 
placerrent office after visitation., Resnonses Li 8 2 
4o Arrangements for follow=up visits Weighted 
are made in advance with school Score - 2 3 0 =5 =4 
officials. Schools 'I 
Resnonses 1 3 3 5 2 
5o Written reports are sent to the Weighted 
8 placement office by employers Score - 2 0 =3 =4 
following the first year of SchoolsY 
service. Res2onses 4 2 !± 2 2 
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6~ Graduates are recalled to the Weighted - -
campus for group conferences or Score 0 / -6 =0 
demonstrations during the first Schools? 
vear of teachinf!.'.~ Resnonses L. 6 3 
7o Additional visits are made if 
requested by employing officials Weighted - . 
or-when reports indicate the Score 4 2 0 =6 =4 
teacher is making unsatisfactory Schoolsi - . 
· pro2:res-s o Resoonses 2 2 2 6 2 
8., Funds are·provided to pay the Weighted 
expense of-staff members engaged I Score 10 2 0 "' =I+ =L-in the follow=up programo I Schools i Resoonses '5 2 2 2 2 
9o Systematic efforts are made to Weighted - . 
keep experienced teachers Score 2 6 0 =/.i, 
interested in professional Schools? - . 
advancement o Responses 1 6 2 4 
lOo The placement director Weighted 
participates in the follow=up Score lli. 2 0 =2 
program .. Schoolsf 
1 Responses 1 7 ' 2 1 3 f') 2 
0) ::i 
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From the data presented in Table V Oklahoma institu-
tions appear to be relatively weak in their follow-up 
programso There is a grouping of responses at the lower 
end of the scaleo There is only a moderate to very little 
degree of compliance with the criteria eight.9 five 9 nine 9 
two, four, seven, one, three 9 and six as the total weighted 
scores of six9 three 9 three, negative one 9 negative four, 
negative four, negative six, negative twelve, and negative 
twelve respectively, indicateo 
Also worthy of' note is the fact that Oklahoma institu-
tions are complying to a great degree with only one cri= 
terion and that is number ten which has a total weighted 
positive score of fourteeno 
Table VI== Research as Conducted by the 
Personnel of the Placement Office 
The responses of Oklahoma institutions to the criteria 
r~garding research conducted in the areas of placement and 
follow=up are shown in Table VI 9 pages 67 9 680 
TABLE VI 
RESEARCH 
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lo The placement director conducts Weighted 
research on the analysis of calls s,core l_ _ _Q__l_j I O I =l 
to determine trends in demand Schools 1 
from year to yearo -·--- Hes onses 1 5 6 1 
2o The placement director conducts Weighted 
research on the analy·sis of Score 6 6 0 I =l 
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Generally speaking the Oklahoma institutions are 
relatively weak in this aspect of teacher placement as 
revealed by their responses to criteria eight, five, four, 
nine, and six. The total weighted scores of negative one, 
negative three, negative five, negative six, and negative 
eleven respectively, indicate a moderate to very little 
degree of compliance with these criteria. 
Oklahoma institutions indicate a great degree of com-
pliance with criteria two, seven, and one as the total 
weighted scores , of eleven, eleven, and ten respectively, 
indicate. The response to these criteria in this manner 
would tend to strengthen the statements made earlier in 
the study (pages 1 and 2,:3:) where it was pointed out that 
most of the studies in the area of placement deal with 
such items as supply and demand and that information 
furnished to college faculties and students by the place-
ment office usually includes data on supply and demand of 
teachers. 
Table VII Distribution of Total Weighted 
Scores . 
In Table VII an attempt is made to present an over-
all picture of the organizational and administrative 
practices followed by Oklahoma institutions in their pro-
grams of ·placement and follow-up as revealed by responses 
to the various aspects of the check list'~ Table VII is, 
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As. shown in Table VII there are relative strengths 
noted in the responses to the criteria relating to policies9 
organization and administration, credentials, and relations 
with employing officialso Relative weaknesses are noted 
in the areas of follow-up and research. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY., CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
.......... 
Introduction 
The purpose of this chapter is to re-state the problem» 
briefly review the limitations of the study and the methods 
used in collecting the data 9 summarize the findings.11 draw 
the conclusions 9 and make recommendations for further studyo 
The problem as stated in the opening chapter has been 
to critically evaluate the organization and administration 
of the programs of placement and follow=up in Oklahoma 
institutions that have teacher education programso The 
study has been limited to the state of Oklahoma and those 
institutions of college grade that have teacher education 
programso Institutional teacher placement was considered 
rather than those placement services performed outside 
the college bureauo No attempt has been made in this study 
to compare the- placement and follow=up programs of individ= 
ual institutions» but rather to evaluate the over-all pro= 
grams on a state=wide basiso 
The bac.kground for the study was presented in Chapter 
IIo The historical development 9 recommendations of'"st~dy 
groups 9 related studies 9 and ease descriptions of selected 
programs of placement and follow=up have been included in 
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this background study. 
The methods used in collecting the data for this study 
were discussed in Chapter IIIo In order to evaluate the 
programs of placement and follow=up in Oklahoma a check 
list consisting of evaluative criteria has been usedo In 
order to determine the degrees of compliance with the cri-
teria p a five=point scale was developedo The check list 
included the following degrees of compliance~ (1) Complete 9 
(2) To a great degree p (3) To a moderate degree 9 (4) Very 
little 9 and (5) No compli anceo A sixth category was added 
to enable the respondents t o state non=applicationo 
Six major divisions were contained in the final instru= 
mento There were appropriate criteria under each division. 
The major divisions were the following: (1) Policies 9 (2) 
Organization and Administration p (3) Credentials 9 (4) 
Relations with Employing Officials 9 (5) Follow-up 9 and 
(6) Researcho The final instrument was sent to the 
seventeen Oklahoma institutions of college grade that have 
teacher education programso Placement officials of each 
institution were asked to apply the criteria and return 
these to the writero Responses were received from fifteen 
of the institutions giving an eighty=eight per cent 
response to the check listo 
An analysis of the data appears in Chapter IVo As 
discussed in Chapter III arbitrary weightings were 
assigned to each response categoryo Total weighted 
scores derived by the algebraic summation of responses 
appear in the last column of Tables I through VIo These 
total scores formed the basis for the final evaluation 
as was shown in Table VIIo Recognized limitations of the 
check list method have been taken into consideration in 
arriving at the conclusions drawn from this studyo 
Finding§!_ 
With respect to the criteria regarding policiesg place= 
ment officials of Oklahoma institutions indicated they were 
approaching complete compliance with those criteria relat= 
ing to frankness in advising employers of possible limita-
tions of candidates 9 keeping materials and testimonials 
in strict confidence 9 and in following practices consistent 
with the stated philosophies of the institutionso 
With respect to the criteria regarding organization 
and administration of the placement office 9 Oklahoma 
institutions follow the practice of vesting responsibility 
for placement in one officialo This officialg in most 
cases 9 is responsible to the chief administrative officer 
of the institutiono 
To a somewhat lesser degree these institutions follow 
accepted practices in such functions as processing requests 
for teachers 9 providing for office space 9 secretarial help 9 
supplies and equipment» delegating responsibilities to 
clerk- 9 and routing requests for teacherso 
In the matter of handling, credentials of registrants.I) 
Oklahoma institutions rank high in the extent to which 
they follow practices set forth in the evaluative cri-
teriao Especially high were the practices related to 
handling of personal and scholastic data 9 professional 
experience 9 testimonials» procedures involved in regis-
tration and systematic dissemination of informations and 
in providing a permanent folder for each registranto 
In the activities related to the accessibility of 
college records 9 providing periodic revision of regis= 
trants u credentials s making avai.lable sets of up=to=date 
. . 
oredentials 9 using effective filing systems 9 and providing 
for inclusion of confidential informations Oklahoma insti= 
tutions follow practices which compare favorably to those 
set forth in the evaluative criteria9 though not quite 
to the extent as those mentioned aboveo 
With respect to the criteria relating to relations 
with employing officials 9 Oklahoma institutions comply to 
a great degree with all criteria with the exception of the 
one relating to the publishing of bulletinso Only a 
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moderate degree of compliance was noted with this criteriono 
With respect to the criteria regarding follow=up 9 
Oklahoma institutions comply to a great degree with the 
criterion relating to participation in the follow=up 
program by the placement directoro However 9 in all other 
items related to follow=up 9 Oklahoma institutions rank low 
in the extent to which they follow procedures listed in the 
evaluative criteriao 
With respeat to criteria regarding research as aon-
-~ -~ 
ducted by the placement office 9 Oklahoma institutions 
follow very closely the practices listed in the evaluative 
instrument in the areas relating to supply and demand of 
teaohers 9 and provision of a well-managed bulletin boardo 
However 9 moderate to very little compliance was noted 
with the remaining criteria in this aspect of the 
instrumento 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions appear to be warranted on 
the basis of the evidence from the present studyi 
lo Oklahoma institutions are relatively strong in 
certain aspects of teacher placement and follow=upo The 
highest degree of compliance was noted in the practices 
relating to credentialso An examination of the reports 
made by the respondents of the various institutions 
revealed that practices followed in this area approached 
complete complianceo There was a relatively high degree 
of compliance among the institutions with the aspects 
relating to policies 9 organization and administration 9 
and relations with employing officialso 
2. Oklahoma institutions are relatively weak in the 
aspects of follow-up and research as conducted by the 
placement officeo 
3o The evaluative instrument used in this study 
showed a great amount of internal validity as evidenced 
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by the extent to which responses proved to be discrlminativeo 
Recommendations 
The following recommendations are made on the basis 
of the information revealed in this studyg 
lo That Oklahoma follow the example of some of the 
other states in striving ·to improve institutional programs 
of placement and follow=up on a atate=wide basise 
2o That the Oklahoma Commission on Teacher Education 
and Certification in cooperation with Oklahoma institutions.? 
study the problems of improvement in areas of follow=up 
and researcho 
Jo That further study be given to tbs reliability 
and general validity of the evaluative criteria employed 
in this study 9 so that future research workers may have 
the benefit of' a scientiflcally validated instrumento 
Needced Research 
During the course of this study a.nd the writing of 
the report 9 several related questions occurred to the 
writer as being worthy of further conslderationo Among 
these were the followingg 
lo How may follow=up information be evaluated~ and 
used ln modifying the teacher education program? 
2o Are former student~ who leave college before 
graduating served a.s well as gr~duate.s? 
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J. What is,the relationship between the problems of 
the begip.ning teacher and his area of preparation? 
4 .• ·. Wti.at are the desirable patterns of organization 
and administration of placement and follow=up in 
large and/or small institutions? 
5. What is the place of the placement office in the 
administrative structure of our collegesi 
60 What are the reasons given by students for not 
using the placement office in seeking_ employment'? 
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APPENDIX A 
Recommendations of Study Groups 
8.5 
Recommendations of Study Groups 
The group meeting in New York made the following 
recommendations: 
1. That successful placement of teachers is a joint 
responsibility of teacher=education institutions 
and the employing school districts. 
2. That teacher-educ ation instituti.ons reflect 
thorough inderstanding of the problems of the 
area which they serve by developing curriculum 
which will prepare teachers to deal effectively 
with the situation in which they work. 
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J. That teacher=education institutions encourage the 
acceptance of the principle that superintendentsj 
principals .I) supervisors .I) and teachers share in 
the personal interviewing and selection of 
teachers. 
4. That teacher-education institutions emphasize 
the need for a close, continuing relationship 
with superintendents .I> principals, supervisors.I) 
and teachers prepared by those institutions. 
5. That teacher =education institutions provide a 
follow-up service which will maintain contact 
with graduates as they progress on the job , 
using the findings of such follow-ups as the 
bases for periodic revision of the preparing 
programs. 
6. That teacher=educ ation institutions develop 
continuing programs of evaluation of their 
effectiveness , through the use of profession 
groups composed of principals D superintendentsj 
supervisors .I) teachers.I) lay groups.I) groups of 
recent graduates. Workshops j visitations.I) 
conferences 9 polls .I) and questionnaires may all 
be used in such an effort. 
7. That means be devised to develop a sense of 
responsibility among parent groups, alumni 
groups .I) and teachers associations for on-the =j ob 
assistance to new teachers designed to provide 
them with a sense of security and satisfaction. 
8. That teacher~education institutions give 
consideration to the principle of having students 
receive early and gradual .I) active participation 
in classroom activities. Special attention 
should be given to the advisability of introducing 
such experiences as early as the second year in 
college 9 using the following years to build upon 
and strengthen the experience thus gainedo 
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9. That teacher-education institutions and schools 
continually publicize the desirable features of 
teaching as a profession and the special advan= 
tages which each type of institution has to offero 
10. That teacher=education institutions re-emphasize 
the purpose of follow-up activities to be that 
of providing a basis for improvement of the 
teacher~preparing program; and that the responsi= 
bility for a close 9 continuing» supervisory 
program be solely that of the local school 
employing unito 
The following recommendations were made by the group 
meeting in Atlanta: 
1. That the National Commission on Teacher Education 
and Professional Standards recommend to the local 
committees and college administrators that the 
college placement service be made an integral 
part of the overall counseling program. 
2. That where the c ollege is financially unable to 
execute a follow- up program covering the entire 
state or its service area , the state or the college 
service area be divided into regions i and inten-
sive service be provided each year in a g iven 
region until the entire state or service area is 
covered. 
J. That placement be a continuous service ~ not ending 
with the initial placement of the graduate. 
4. That colleges assign responsibilities for re-
cruit.ing students and following up graduates to 
specific staff memberso 
5. That college admissions officers request more 
detailed information from high school principals 
and classroom teachers concerning the qualifica-
tions of students seeking admission to teacher 
education. 
6. That comparable criteria used in placing 
graduates be employed in admission practices. 
7. That to develop more effective screening processesj 
objectives of teacher=educat ion program should be 
so stated that the student can evaluate himself 
and the faculty can evaluate effectively student 
programse Screening should be a continuous 
process throughout the student ' s college careero 
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80 That valid criteria for selection of teachers 
should include~ personality inventoriesj college 
records j social backgrounds 9 experiences with 
small children » ability to get along with people, 
and participation in extracurricular activities 
at collegeo 
9o That the teaching profession approve employment 
procedures which will assure employment prefer= 
ence for the best qualified teachers, those 
holding highest types of certificateso 
lOo That teachers professional organizations estab-
lish registers of teacher supply and demand; 
that local and state units be urged to lend 
support to the policy of having the professional 
administrator of the school system receive all 
applications of school personnel» make investi-
gations » and recommend applicants to the 
employing boardo 
llo That in considering teacher applicants for 
employment priority should be given to applicants 
(a) with credentials from preparing institutions 
accredited by the National Council for Accredita-
tion of Teacher Educ ation j (b) holding membership 
in professional organizationso 
12 • . That state departments safeguard the quality of 
work completed for the purpose of upgrading 
certificates by limiting the amount of college 
work that can be pursued by full - time teachers. 
lJ. That improvement of fifth=year teacher=education 
programs can be stimulated through follow=up 
practices » by helping teachers in service 
identify school and community problems to be 
used as basis for research required for advanced 
degrees and for corollary certificates . 
The Chicago group made the following recommendations 
as to the role of placement and follow=up services. 
Adequate follow=up procedures will undoubtedly 
improve the standards of teacher=education institu-
tions. Staffs which are faced with many reports will 
become concerned about the quality of preparation 
which is being providedo Follow=up procedures will 
in time reveal general weaknesses of institutions 
and means can then be developed to improve their 
programso 
Good placement and follow - up services should 
encourage further professional growth of teachers 
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in serviceo Placement officers may 9 through personal 
contactss locate good teachers and encourage them to 
complete advanced worke Better qualified supervising 
teachers may also be secured in this wayo Placement 
bureaus generally ~ however j are not adequately 
staffed to make the needed number of contacts in the 
fieldo 
Placement should involve the cooperative efforts of 
teacher=educati.on institutionss school employing 
offices 9 state placement offices, and teacher so It 
is a functional part of the administration of the . 
teacher- education insti.tution 9 and must include not 
only the securing of a position but also follow-up 
after placemento In its operation proper placement 
must be based upon the personality and capacities 
of each person .. 
Persons employing teachers desi.re the following 
types of information~ family background .I) activities 
in which the student engaged in high school and 
college 9 scholastic record.I) and work experience. 
Although employing officers rely a great deal on 
letters of recommendation 9 it is generally conceded 
that all letters do not have the same validity. 
Letters written by persons supervising student 
teaching seem to be more helpful than those written 
by college professorso Letters from high school 
guidance directors and high school principals also 
are useful. 
Valuable information as to the desirability of 
persons for teaching may be obtained from the 
student Vs statement of his philosophy of education 
and of his reasons for choosing teachingo 
In placing candidates 9 efforts should be made to 
help the candidates know the communities in which 
they desire to teacho Placement directors should 
know the candidates well enough to determine the 
communities for which they are best suitedo 
Placement bureaus may use the following means to 
appraise the work of the person as effective follow-
up devices~ rating scales, check lists 9 personal 
visitation ~ rating scale fo r self=evaluation.ll and 
informal talks and conferenceso Follow-up may serve 
to verif y judgments as to the desirability of the 
candidate 9 to provide information for bases of 
furthe r promotion » and t o provide remedial help 
where neededo Placement should not be only the 
means of g e tting the right person in the right j ob 
for the fi r st time but should also aid in the 
advanc ement of the teacher while in serviceo I n 
this way it will be a positive means of improving 
the standardso 
The g roup from Kansas City devoted the major portion 
of its study to three broad areas of interesto 
lo The ana l ysis of the .role of effective placement . 
2o The identification of useful techniques i n the 
implementation of adequate follow=up servic e s. 
Jo The study of methods by which the professional= 
ization of teaching may be effectedo 
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Placement should be closely related to follow-up and 
i n-service education services v in order that adequate 
criteria for employment become operativeo 
The extension of these services involves the coope r a -
tion of the community 9 the school system9 and the 
t eacher=education institution in the implementation 
of adequate and effective follow=up and in=serv i ce 
pr ogramso Follow=up services should not be limited 
to t hose teachers who have been on the job for one 
or t wo years but» as a factor in the total program» 
suc h services must attempt to be of aid to all 
teachers and to all school systemso 
Conferences of experienced teachers~ teacher candi-
dates 9 school administrators 9 and teacher=educat ion 
fac ulties ~ the introduction of courses dealing 
directly with problems teachers are likely to meeti 
t he development of block programs and full-time 
student teaching 9 selective admission and retention 
of teacher candidates 9 and regional cooperative wor k-
shops are methods by which preservice education 9 
plac eme n t 9 and follow=up programs might be improvedo 
Suc h programs coupled with the study and development 
of extended and improved placement procedures~ are 
r ecommended to state delegations for study and 
possib le implementationo 
The group meeting in San Francisco recommended~ 
lo That the National Commission on Teacher 
Education and Professional Stand~rds 
recommend to the National Council for 
Accreditation of Teacher Education that 
emphasis should be placed on a more complete 
follow=up of graduates i.n teach:tng positionso 
Such follow,~up should be made through the 
teacher-education institutions in such a manner 
that the regular teaching staff will be informed 
of the successes and failures of the prograrn 9 
enabling the staff continually to revise and 
strengthen curriculum offerings .. 
2 .. That teacher=eduaation institutions should 
practice decentralization in the laboratory 
program to give teachers more var•ied and 
realistic experiences" 
3 o That school employing officials and public and 
private placement agencies.be encouraged to 
insist that referen.,:,es of beginning teachers 
include recommendations from master teachers 9 
prinoipals 9 and supervisors. 
4. That careful thought and planning be given to 
first assignments of beginning teachers so that 
a good wholesome climate may be prmrided duri.ng 
the initial teaching experienee. For ex.ample, 
new teachers should not be given the most 
difficult room or assignments which no one else 
wants .. 
5o That whenever possible the beginning teacher 
should visit the local community before si.gning 
a contract to teach thereo 
60 That every effort b,e made to improve the quality, 
reliability 9 thoroughness 9 and validity of refer= 
ence papers~ 
7o That placement offices develop a standardized 
technique suggesting that more information is 
available to school employing officials on 
request 9 if it is not possible to include such 
information on the reference paperso 
Bo That all who are responsible for the selection 9 
preparation 9 plaaement 9 and employment of certif= 
icated school personnel must assume their share 
of the obligation to elirn.inate unfit and undesir= 
able persons from the professiona 
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9. That the National Commission on Teacher Education 
and Professional Standards should develop some 
guiding principles outlining the feeling of the 
teaching profession regrrding proper employment 
practices for teach~rs. 
l1trmproving Standards for the Teaching Profession 9 11 
Report of the 1953 Series of ~egional Conferences on . ~., 
Teacher Educat~and Professional Standardsl) The National 
Commission on Teacher Education and.· Professional Standards 
(Washingtonl) 1953) 9 PPe 52=56e 
APPENDIX B 
Detailed Descriptions of Programs of Placement 
and Follow=up in Various 
States 
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Placement Bureau Pittsburg 9 Kansas 
Kansas State Teachers College 
INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES ENROLLING 
IN THE .PLACEMENT BUREAU 
Purpose of Bureau 
We have two important responsibilities~ to find good 
positions for our graduates and to furnish good teachers 
for the schools of our area o Therefore, we want to make 
certain that our enrollees are placed in positions where 
they should serve well and succeedo Since we are a state 
institution 9 preparing teachers for the public and private 
schools p school administrators have a right to expect us 
to furnish detailed p complete information and a frank 
opinion concerning any graduate whom we may recommend. 
Credentials 
Your credentials will be kept on file permanently by 
the Bureau. However p they will be placed upon the active 
file for notices of vacancies only at your requesto A 
copy of these credentials will be sent to employi.ng offi-
cials where vacancies exist upon your request. 
Fillin~ Out the Forms 
P ea'se fill out the forms neatly and accurately. 
Unless you can write or print well 9 they should be typed. 
The perforated card is for our own i nformation only and 
will be placed on the active file. For our information» 
tell us what types of positions you will~cept; inform 
us of your geographical limitations » if any; and state 
the minimum salary you would accepto If you are a candi= 
date for a high school position p please list all the 
courses you would be willing and qualified to teach in 
addition to your major field. 
Extra Curricular and Reference Page 
The extra=currTcular activ'ItTes page should be 
filled out as thoroughly a s possibleo Please do not be 
too modes t in listing your activities and honors. In 
listing references 9 list four or more people who have 
known you in recent years and should be able t o judge 
whether you would be successful or not. Character refer-
ences are perhaps the least satisfactory. It is an 
evident fact that you should contact those listed a s 
references 9 requesting them to write a statement for you 
and at the same time bringing them up =to =date concerning 
yourself . We shall send them a form and you need not 




Please list all courses by fields j giving the hours 
for each course and totaling the number of hours in each 
fi~ld. All courses taken for graduate credit should be 
starred(*). If you need more space , do not hesitate to 
use a nearby space or the back of the sheet. If you take 
additional course work ~ turn in a list to this bureau. It 
is your duty to keep this sheet up to date and correct. 
If you changeyour program in anyw'ay9 °"pI'eaSE3see that 
the corrections are made. 
Candidate Vs Page 
Employers are giving more and more attention to the 
candidate 1 s page. The other sheets call for cold facts 
and figures 9 but this is your opportunity to state what 
is on your mind. You may want to elaborate on some of 
the facts given or you may want to use it for any informa-
tion you would want to put in a letter of applicationo At 
any rate ~ employing off icials will want to know something 
of your family background; early life; schoolj vacations 9 
or work experiences; service record ; personal interests 
and hobbies; professional interests and ambitions; 
special talents; and about other personal qualities not 
given in your credentialse Much care should be used in 
wording this in an educ ated. fashi~ It may be the -
decisive factor in obtaining the position for you. 
Class Schedule Card 
If you are--ro-school 9 we want you to fill out a 
class schedule card in order that we may find you immedi= 
ately when the right job comes along. Each semester or 
summer session you should give us your schedule 9 if you 
are actively looking for a position. 
Photographs 
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Your credentials are not complete until the Placement 
Bureau is supplied with at least six of your photographs. 
This is important ~ because many employers will not consider 
an applic ant without seeing his or her photograph. The 
size should be 2} by 3} inches. The attached sheet gives 
further information. 
Change of Address or Telephone Number 
Keep the Placement Bureau i nformed of any change of 
address or telephone number. We should be able to locate 
you in the shortest time possible. 
Usual Procedure Followed in Placing Candidates 
(1) Notification 
When a position for which you are qualified is reported 
to this off ice you will be notified of ite If you are in 
school or living in Pittsburg » you will be called by tele~ 
phone or mailed a notification. It is then your obligation 
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to get i n touch with the Placement Bureau without delay to 
le t us know what your intentions are regarding the vacancy. 
If you live out of town, you will be notified by mail 
on one of our printed formso When you receive this 
notice 9 fol low the printed instructions on the form and 
return the r eply to ~o It is necessary that~ know what 
action you i n tend to takeo Ir you do not apply for the 
position » we wan t to know why so that we will not waste 
your time and ours by sending you other notific ations of 
similar vac ancieso Failure to reply will indicate tha t 
you are no t wanting~ .e.9sitiono Often the salary istlot 
listed. I f it is listed D it is usually a figure for a 
beginning te acher and if you have had experience » you can 
imagine it may be somewhat higher. 
(2 ) Cont act 
If you are interested in the position about whic h you 
have been notified D your next step is to contact the em-
ployer o Th is is usual l y done by c orrespondence » and we 
sugges t tha t you c arefully prepare a good letter for this 
purpose o If the position is close.I) you may find it much 
better to call the employer or go see himo Often spe ed i s 
very important and the mail service may be too slow . 
(3 ) Send ing Credentials 
As soon as you decide to apply for a position ~ l e t t he 
bureau know ~ and we shall send your credentialso Do not 
ask us to send out your credentials unle ss you re ally 
think you want the position and have a reasonable cha nc e 
of getting ito Please g__ive us about forty~eight hours 
notice i n requesting your credentials to be senti if 
poss ib le o ~ 
(4) Interview 
1 Almost invariably ~ an employer will want to have an 
interv i ew with an applicant before hiring. The impre ssion 
that you ma ke at this time may decide whether you or s ome = 
one else gets the jobe It will be valuable to you to make 
a thorough preparation well in advance so that you will 
know how t o react intelligently to an interview. I f you 
desire information on how to write a letter of applic a tion 
or how to prepare for a personal interview» let us know 
and we shall send information to you. 
(5 ) Foll ow-Up 
As s oo n as you have accepted a positioni infor m the 
Plac emen t Bureau and notify other employers to whom you 
have appliedo This is absolutely essential and ethic alo 
Once you have signed a contract .\) no effort should be made 
to find another position. It would be well also to 
no tify your chief supporters that you are now located and 
t ha t they can relax their efforts to find you a position . 
It is good business to thank all of those who have 
ass is te d you or interviewed you concerning a position. 
KANSAS STA2.1E TEACHERS COLLEG.E 
Rees Ho. Hughes 9 Pr-esident. 
Pittsburg 9 Kansas 
November 15j) 1955 
Dear 1955 Graduateg 
As a part of our follow=up program,, we are sending 
you a copy of our study concerning the occupations arid 
locations of the 1955 KoSoT"C" gradua.teso We thought you 
might be interested in the table showing the breakdown of 
the class by degrees and teaching fields 9 and we are cer-
tain that you will be interested in some information 
concerning the other membex•s of your class o 
For some of our graduates,, strangely to say:) we lack 
complete information concerning them. Many received 
degrees in absentia and have not corresponded with us 
since that time. Each fall we send a double postal card 
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to our graduates asking them to report concerning their 
complete address and present occupati.ons. Thousands of 
these cards are sent out and practically all of them a.re 
returned.. We hope r.ou ill! ~p ~ informed concerning 
yourself throughout the ;year_! for 1. t will be to your· 
benefit to do soo Unlike many colleges 9 we do not solicit 
our graduates for scholarship or endowment donations but 9 
if we have their mailing address 9 we often send them 
information about the collegeo For instance 9 the Christmas 
issue of the Collegio is mailed to all of' our graduates 
for whom we have correct addresses .. 
You will note that we have no information concerning 
a few of these 1955 graduatesa Should you know the present 
occupations and mailing addresses of any of them, we would 
appreciate hearing from youo 
We want it to be generall;y_ !_ai.d ~ KaS.'I'~C .. never 
loses·interestin its gr~uateso I.f this department or 
any of.the departments here can be.of service to you 9 
please feel free to call upon us. We certainly wish for 
you :much success and happiness in yqur present work. 
Cordially yours 9 
Lo Lo Tracy, Jr .. 
Director of Field Services 
KANSAS STArrE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
Rees He Hughes 9 President 
Pi.t tsburg 9 Kansas 
The following letter is sent to each superintendent 
upon receipt of rating blanks sent in Januaryi 
We appreciate the prompt manner in which you have re~ 
turned the rating blanksJ) concerning your teachers who· 
have had part or all of their• training at this college. 
PersonallyJ) I recognize the. effort an';! care required to 
fill these out and ! ~ g__rateful for your a.ssistance. · 
These forms were sent for all teachers who have been 
in their present assignment for less than two full years. 
Periodically 9 we check on those who have sei .. ved for 
several years in the same capacity alsoo We are interested 
in knowing how our graduates and former students are pro-
gressing in order that we may be of assistance to them and 
to the school. If they are not successful we are con-
cerned and hope you will let us know. Please write to us 
at any time concerning~ o~ ou~ teachers. 
The College feels that it should be of maximum service 
to the schools of this areaa We place not only graduates 
and former students but often place graduates of other 
colleges. However, only well-rated prospects are accepted 
for placemento Usually these are from out=of-state. 
These are usually placed in direct competition with our 
own graduates for positions. We do not attempt to push 
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new inexperienced graduates into posltions of great res-
ponsibility requiring experience when we know of individ-
uals in the field deserving and capable of better positions. 
The shortage of elementary teachers still exists and 
will probably continue to exi.st for several years. This 
shortage also exists in the fields of music 9 home economi6s9 
English 9 and girls 0 physical education. We had hoped that 
the supply of teac~ers in most secondary fields would be 
adequate 9 but recent calls by the armed forces and indus-
tries have taken a number of teachers. We can make no 
accurate prediction at this time concerning the supply of 
secondary teachers for this fallo 
We would like to remind you that a number of students 
will be completing degrees this spring and summerJ) and 
some of the candidates might well qualify to fill your 
need for staff and administrative personnel .. When you 
know your. needs 9 may we suggest that you let us help in 
the selection of your staffo Either write, call, or 
visit our office so that we can make convenient arrange-
ments for you to interview qualified applicants., We 
shall do our best to find candidates for you to talk 
witho We appreciate your interest in our graduates and 
are anxious to be of as much help as possibleo 
Cordtally your$j 
Lo L. Tracy~ Jr. 
Plac.ement Director 
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Detailed Study as Conducted in Wyoming 
Purpose 
The College of Education teacher placement bureau 
has for its purpose the following itemsg (1) to 
assist the teacher=education graduates with placement 
in the public and private schools of the state; (2) to 
assist the public and private schools 9 administrators 
of the state in finding well=qualified teachers; (3) to 
provide the best qualified candidates available for 
teaching the children of the state ; and (4) to secure 
information sys tematically from former graduates and 
from s chool administrators regarding the strengths and 
weaknesses of the teacher=placement and follow=up 
program and the teacher=education programo 
Organization 
The College of Education teacher pl acement bureau 
is organized as a part of the College of Educationo It 
operates independently from the Alumni Relations Place= 
ment office on the University campuso The Director of 
the College of Education teacher placement bureau is an 
educator 9 a former teacher and administratorj and is 
familiar with teacher education programs and the public 
and private schools of the state. 
Supply and Demand Information 
The Bureau of Educational Research and Service of 
the College conducts an annual study of the supply and 
demand c ondi tion of the state. This information is 
utilized by the teacher placement bureau and by the 
College of Education to guide students into teaching 
fields where critical shortages of teachers are evidento 
Follow=up Services 
Provisions for faculty participation in formulating 
polic i es. Provisions are made for the faculty of the 
College of Educat ion to participate in the formulation 
of policies concerning follow=up serviceso Since 
follow=up services consist of many activities and tech= 
niques ~ it is necessary that there be a cooperative 
effort on the part of many persons who are interested 
in the preparation and success of the teacher candidate. 
Therefore» those who are interested in the professional 
success of the graduate are given a voice in the 
formulation of the follow=up program. 
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Securing on=the=job Appraisal Information for Teachers 
An on=the =job appraisal will be secured for each 
teacher at the end of his first year of teaching or at 
the end of his first year in a new p0sitionQ This in= 
format ion will provide the College of Education and 
the teacher placement bureau with pertinent i nformation 
relative to the strengths and weaknesses of beginning 
teachers in their first positions and experienced 
teachers in a new position. This information can then 
be used to improve the teacher=education program so 
that future teachers may be equipped better to enter 
the profess ionQ 
On =the =job appraisal information secured f or these 
teachers will be included i n the teachervs placement 
paperso This i nfor ma tion will be valuable to employing 
officials be c ause it will show the strengths and we ak-
nesses evidenced by beg i nni.ng teachers and te achers in 
new positionso 
Utilizing Follow=up Data 
Util izing follow=up data to further teachersv 
professional growth will be on the in=service level. 
Utilizat ion of follow=up data will enable t he indl= 
vidual teacher ~ the College of Educations and super-
visors in public schools to work cooperatively for 
continued profess ional growth of the teacher on the 
in =service leve l . 
Beginning Teachers ' Conferences 
The College of Education plans to invite beginning 
teachers to the campus during the year for conferences 
dealing with teacher problems. This will enable begin-
ning teachers to come together and work c ooperatively 
with educational leaders to solve the problems en~ 
countered during the first year of teaching. 
Conducting Off=C ampus Workshops for Beginning Teachers 
The College of Education plans t o conduct off~ 
campus workshops for beginning teachers whenever 
poss ible so they may work toward t he solution of their 
teaching problems . 
Sharing the Findings in Follow=ups with Faculty Members 
" 
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The College of Education plans to share the findings 
in follow=ups with faculty members in the departments of 
the teacher's major and minor fields of preparation just 
as soon as the follow=up program is developed. By pursuing 
this policy the apparent strengths and weaknesses of 
teachers in the field can be noted and measures taken to 
overcome the weaknesses and improve the strengthso 
Placement Bureau Director and Field Supervisors Visit 
Beginning Teachers 
As soon as it is practical and whenever adequate 
finances are available the College of Education should 
have these persons visit beginning teachers in the fieldo 
The follow=up task is too great to be undertaken by one 
person; therefore 9 the services of as many people as 
possible shall be enlisted to provide the type of service 
needed in the fieldo 
Departmental Supervisors and Members from the Major and 
Minor Fields of Preparati~Visitatio-n~-
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Whenever possible the College of Education plans to 
have the departmental supervisors from the beginning 
teacher ' s major and minor fields of preparation visit him 
during his first year in the fieldo These departmental 
supervisors can render valuable assistance to the beginning 
teacher in helping him overcome the problems encountered 
in adjusting to the profession of teachingo 
Securing Information Regardi ng Strengths and Weaknesses 
of the Teacher Education Program 
The College of Education teacher education bureau 
plans to secure information systematically from former 
graduates concerning the strengths and weaknesses of the 
teacher education programo Former graduates can provide 
valuable information relative to the adequacy of the 
preparation they received from the teacher=education 
programo The weaknesses of the program can be brought to 
light, and measures can be taken to i mprove the total 
offering. 
Securing Information Regarding the Strengths and 
Weaknesses of Placement and Follow=up Programs 
The College of Education teacher placement bureau 
plans to secure information systematically from school 
administrators concerning the strengths and weaknesses 
of the institutional teacher placement and follow=up 
programso Gathering this type of data will enable the 
teacher placement bureau to correct its weaknesses and 
thereby provide the type of services desired by the 
school administratorso 
Following=up Graduates Systematically for More Than 
One Year ---
The College of Education plans to initiate a follow~ 
up program as soon -as possible and to follow-up graduates 
systematically for more than one yearo A minimum of 
three years is recommendedo However 9 follow=up services 
are to be conducted as long a$ necessary 9 ioeo 9 until lt 
is evident that he will not make a worthy member of the 




Detailed Study of Placement and Follow- up 
Programs in State of Washington 
Follow-up pro~rams previous to the adoption of the 
general certi icate. 
It was very clear that there was relatively 
little personal follow=up prior to 1951. Most 
institutions made it a regular practice to obtain 
recommendations from the administrators on the first 
year experience of the teacher. Howeverj there was 
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no evidence that such reports were utilized to any 
extent to improve the existing teacher=training pro-
grams. Informal contacts with teachers were made 
through professional meetingsj field servicej inci-
dental or chance contacts. Some institutions 
reported that they made visitations when a teacher 
requested one. Only one stated that the staff tried 
to visit a considerable number of first year teachers. 
One had staff attend institutes called by their 
church superintendents where the problems of the 
first year teacher were discussed. 
2. Development of the program for 1951-52. 
The extent to which the institutions initiated 
their follow-up programs varied widely during the 
first year of the provisional general certificate. 
It would appear that six institutions made an attempt 
to visit all j or nearly all, of their first year 
t -eachers. Three others visited some of their teachers, 
usually those in nearby locations. Three others con-
tacted all their beginners through questionnaires or 
correspondence. The most extensive program was 
carried out by Western Washington College of Educationo 
They visited each teacher twice with a team of twoj 
one from the department of education and one from a 
subject matter department. In addition j they held a 
mid=year conference on their campus for their begin-
ning teachers. Their travel costs for the year were 
approximately $1150. 
J. Program for 1952=53. 
During the year j the State Department instituted 
a number of regional meetings to be attended by all 
first year teachers » their administrators, represent-
atives from the institutions , and members of the 
county and state office staffs. Most of the institu-
tions sent one or more staff members to the meetings 
in the regions where they had first year teacherso 
One institution 9 in addition to these meetings 9 
visited the majority of their first year teachers. 
It was apparent also that better information was 
being distributed by the schools. The counseling 
programs for the fifth year of training were im-
proving. One school experimented with a lengthy 
conference form for the visits. This they dropped 
the next year because it became an obstacle to good 
rapport between the staff visitor and the teacher. 
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The year of 1953-5~ attendance of institutions at 
the regional meetings increasedo One school that had 
been vis iting only nearby teachers visited three-
fourths of their beginnerso Another institution 
doing only incidental visi tation 9 increased its pro-
gram so that large numbers of its graduates were con-
tacted. The pract ice of including representatives 
from departments other than education in the visita-
tion program and at regional meetings had i ncreased 
to include at least four schoolso Few institutions 
submitted expense fi~ureso The program at Western 
costs approximately fl350 a year ~ or just under $7 
per teachero 
4. Proposed program for 1954=55. 
Considerable increase in personal visitation is 
planned. Ten schools attempt to contact all beginners 9 
some of them at least twice. Six schools are using 
subject=matter faculty in addition t o the education 
staff for visitations and attendance at regional 
meet ingso One school in the period from 1951=1955 
has had 75% of its entire faculty involved in the 
visitation program at some time or anothero One 
school has budgeted $1800 this year for follow-up. 
Another institution is making a comprehensive 
ques tionnaire study of the needs of the first year 
teachero It includes questions prepared by the sub-
ject matter departments as well as the education 
departmen t o 
It is significant to note that personal visitation 
is increasing » more members from the subject matter 
departments are being involved 9 more thorough counsel-
ing programs are being developed » and more information 
is being made available to the teachers. One of the 
most complete bulletins is that issued by Western 
entitled "Guide for Teachers Holding Provisional 
General Certificateso 11 It is very clear that the more 
experience an institution has in developing an effec~ 
tive follow- up program 9 the more they consider it to 
be a most valuable and essential part of the teacher= 
training program. 
5. Illustrative materials 9 questionnaires 9 forms and 
~ublicat ions used. ~-
There are a number of forms and questionnaires 
which are included in several of the reports of the 
various institutionso Some vary from brief general 
questionnaires to much more detailed questionnaires. 
Some represent questionnaires which are used regular-
ly each year with relatively little revision while 
others represent current studies which are underway. 
Probably where special studies are being conducted 
there might be considerable change in the question-
naires next year due to kinds of information desired. 
It would seem obvious that at this time there would 
be no advantage gained in attempting to standardize a 
questionnaire which would go out to each individual 
teacher. Institutions will wish to obtain different 
information at different times depending upon the 
phases of their program they wish to consider most 
carefully. 
Most schools ask the administrator to fill out 
some kind of an evaluation form on their first-year 
teacher. There were not enough samples i ncluded to 
determine the similarities among these forms for all 
fourteen institutionso ·rt is felt that it might be 
worth while to make a collection of these forms and 
have them studied by the Teacher=Education Committee . 
It might be at this time that a form could be devel- · 
oped which all institutions could use thus simplifying 
the administratorVs job and standardizing somewhat the 
kind of information he would collect on all his 
teachers.. ,However 9 such a proposal should be given 
very careful consideration for standardization might 
hinder the further development of this phase of the 
program. Perhaps a compromise could be developedo 
Certain basic information could be asked for all 
teachers from t .he administrator and then when the 
school wished to experiment with added material 9 
they could enclose a supplementary sheet. In any 
case 9 this problem would seem to warrant further 
study. 
6. Changes in the teacher-education program resulting 
from the follow =up program. 
Some change has _taken place in all institutions 
as a result of the follow=up program. In generalj 
the changes in order of their frequency of mention 
were adjustments in some phase of the offerings of 
the department or school of education. This was 
mentioned thirteen times 9 changes in laboratory 
experience 9 seven times ; changes in counseling 9 four 
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times; in the curri.culum of the student outside of 
education ~ three times; and improved scheduling of 
courses j) once. 
It ,is very clear that the information received 
from the first-year teachers and from the adminis-
trators has been given very serious consideration 
and has resulted in many changes. Personallyj) I have 
the feeling that more improvement and more careful 
study of programs has ta.ken place in the four years _ 
since the general c ertific at ion program was instituted 
than in the previous ten yearso Another indication 
of the factj) that the involvement of the staff 
results in changesl) .ts such that where changes had 
taken·' ·piace in the total curriculum.9 s uch changes had 
occurred i n those schools which had involved staff 
members from the subject=matter departments in s ome 
manner i n their programn The occurr'ence of these 
common elements is certainly an indication that one 
of the bes t ways to get a total staff to thinking 
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about the problems of teacher training is to involve 
them in a good follow=up program requiring personal 
visitation and conferences with the individual t eachers. 
Changes in the curriculum of education courses. 
It is the feeling after reading the various reports 
that all institutions have changed their c ourses to 
some extent as a result of information received 
through follow=up. However 9 three schools specif -
ically mentioned making a change in the content of 
required courses or a change of emphasis. Other 
change s on the undergraduate level included the 
requir i ng of courses ln reading and arithmetic by 
two schoolso One school indicated they added art 
and mus ico Another school indicated they required 
all the ir prospective teachers to take a course in 
readingo Another had attempted to give more practi~ 
cal methods to the secondary teachers who were having 
the student-teaching experience on the elementary 
leve lo Another school had experimented with i ndepend-
ent study following a student=teaching experience o 
They also had developed a program of re-orientation 
during this period to prepare them for their sec ond 
student teaching experienceo One school pointed out 
that at the present time thei.r whole professional 
sequence was being reviewed, looking toward possi-
bilit ies of revisiono It was also apparent i n many 
c ases that individual courses had been altered where 
the instructor had received new insights through his 
vis itation .. 
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Two schools mentioned t hat some of their greatest 
changes had come in their s ummer programs, One school 
has embarked on an intensive pr ogram of workshops 
including reading on the, secondary school level » 
language arts, social s t udi es , science and work with 
exceptional children. 
Changes in the total program of the student 
outside of education included a sta tement from one 
school that their ttfaculty was greatly impressed by 
the broad training . needed fo r t he teacher.tt Another 
school stated that many new cours e s were introduced 
in the undergraduate program. A third is planning~ 
general science course for t hose t eachers taking the 
elementary option. 
Professional laborator! experie nce. Seven changes 
in the area of professlona labor a tory experiences 
were indicated. Many of t hese were rearrangements in 
their student-teaching prog ram. One school moved 
student teaching to the last s emester of the junior 
year and provided a second s tudent teaching experience 
for those who felt they needed i t. Another had re-
organized student teaching to i nclude six weeks student 
teaching , a period of study and r e -orientation , and a 
final six weeks of studen t t e aching. A third rear-
rang ed its prog ram so t hat te~ching on the less 
preferred level provided much more time in working 
with individual children whi l e the experi ence on the 
preferred level stressed cla s s r oom teaching. A 
fourth had provided laboratory work in connection 
with all the basic education courses and developed 
two student-teaching exper i ences. A fifth had stated 
that their professional l aboratory experiences were 
i mproved both in their participation of students and 
in the student - teaching experiences. 
Counseling. There were f our specific suggestions 
mentioned In the area of counseling. One school 
stated that they developed way s and means for more 
close personal contacts in addition to personal 
correspondence. Another school stressed their more 
careful advisement of students because needs of indi = 
vidual students varied so grea tly. A third had 
developed a more orderly f i fth-year advisement plan. 
A fourth had developed specific rec ommendations for 
additional courses whi ch students in Option I and II 
should take if they were g oing to receive positions . 
in the elementary schoo l . These courses included 
teaching of art , the t eaching of music j and the 
teaching of reading . However, it was very clear from 
t he other sections of the questionnaire that counseling 
had i mproved in all i nstitutions. Much more careful 
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attention was being given to the planning of the needs 
of the fifth-year person. Some schools had rather a 
careful and detailed plan organizedo Others hadn Vt 
reached that stage as yet . 
The scheduling of summer session classes had been 
markedly changed in one institution. 
7. Values which the institutions felt had accrued from 
the follow-up~ogram. ~~ ~-
An analysis of the items suggested under this 
heading included values to the institution, values to 
the first-year teacher, and values in school districts. 
Values to the institutiono Nearly all institu-
tions commented on the closer relationship to the 
public schools which had been developed and commented 
upon the increased understanding of their own staff 
of the needs of the beginning teacher . A large per 
cent felt that the college teacher-training program 
had improved as a result. A comparable group men-
tioned further interest, insight , and participation 
by the subject-matter departments in problems of 
teacher education. The orientat ion of the staff to a 
wide variety of school situations was felt to be a 
result by two schools. Other items included a better 
utilization of the staff members in a more systematic 
manner, a general strengthening of the whole program, 
a realization that evaluation of their program is a 
continuous process, beginning teachers feel they 
belong to the institutions, members of the department 
work more as a team, and continuous self-evaluation 
by each staff member. 
Values to the be~inning teacher. The principle 
values to the beginn ng teacher were the specific 
suggestions for improvement as a result of visitso 
This was mentioned by practically all of the schools 
having individual visitation programs. Four schools 
felt that it was a definite boost to the .,morale of 
the first-year teacher. Better counseling with 
g raduates and better planning with individuals for 
continued professional improvement were mentioned 
by three schools. Two schools felt that the fact 
students realized the continued interest of the 
institutions in them was of .valueo One school 
mentioned the development of better understanding 
between the beginning teacher and the school 
administrator. Another stressed that its program 
had prevented failure in some caseso 
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Values to the school district . The values to 
the school aistrict included better orientation 
programs developed for beginning teachers , improve -
ment of personnel programs and policy in the district 
and improved counseling by the administrator with the 
new teachers in regard to future professional develop-
ment. It has become quite clear to many administra-
tors that the teacher training process is not con~ 
eluded when the teacher completes four years. They 
realize the responsibility which the individual . school 
has to work continually on the improvement of the 
teacher's competencies and are assuming this responsi-
bility. - As a result the concern for and the develop-
mental program with their first year teachers has 
greatly improved in many school districtso 
The program has also resulted in the creation of 
an attitude on the part of the schools 9 State Depart-
ment, and teacher-education institutions that ~11 of 
us have a common and cooperative task to do. This 
was mentioned as a very distinct value by two 
institutions. 
A careful study of the individual statements of 
values accruing as a result of the follow- up program 
is most convincing in terms of the worth of the 
program. As programs are improved, undoubtedly these 
values will even become greatero 
8. Phases of the follow-up program which the institutions 
considered most important . 
It was clear that the most important phase of the 
program is the individual visit and conference with 
the beginning teacher. This was mentioned by some 
six schools. All schools mentioning this had rather 
extended visitation programs. This agreement is an 
indication that where an institution has not developed 
such a program, it should give immediate and careful 
consideration to developing a personal visitation 
program. The next most important phase of the program 
seemed to be the planning for the fifth-year of college 
work, with such terms as "joint planning," "use of 
knowledge for better guidancej" "individual . confer-
ences))" indicating the value in this area. The next 
most important phase seemed to be improvement which 
had taken place in their teacher- education program. 
This was evidenced in such terms as "coordinating 
professional curriculum with school needsl) 11 "curric-
ulum changes," "involvement of subject - matte!! depart-
ments," and "information for planning summer schools." 
One school stressed that one of the most important ~ 
phases was the education of its own staff. Another 
9. 
commented that "the wonderful thrill that comes to a 
visitor to see a successful teacher in action with 
whom he has had some responsibility in training.'' 
Factors limitin~ the kind of follow-up programs the 
schools would 1 ke°t"o""""conduct. I ~-
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There is practically unanimous agreement that the 
greatest limiting factors were lack of funds for 
adequate follow-up programs and limited staff time. 
This was agreed to by all the schools but one. A 
third factor mentioned by many of the schools is the 
great distance from the institution of many of the 
first-year teachers. The average mileage which would 
be necessary to visit the beginning teachers would 
differ greatly from institution to institution. Some 
institutions place their teachers in their immediate 
geographical area to a large extent while others have 
a very wide coverage of the state. Additional limit-
ing factors, each of which were mentioned by only one 
institution, included (1) unable to supply materials 
to schools which lacked them, (2) difficulty in 
reaching the new teacher at times which are convenient 
and helpful, (3) the inability of some beginners to 
recognize their . own problems and know when they 
should seek help , and (4) obtaining competent staff. 
Their reply to this question is given below because 
it is felt that it has great significance to all of 
the other institutions. 
"While we are far from content with the thoroughness 
of our operationsg we are launched into essentially 
the kind of program we would like to conduct: 
a. We do not find costs excessive; in fact as 
judged by dividends the program is very 
economical. 
b. We have complete administrative support. 
c. With good planning an average of little more 
than two days away from the classroom on the 
part of the teaching faculty presents no 
serious difficulties. Resident students are 
not being neglected. 
d. The faculty as a whole believes in the enter-
prise. The result: genuine enthusiasm. 
''This is not to say that we are smugly self= 
congratulatory or satisfied with all that has been 
and i.s being done with the results thereof. We 
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would surely like to do a mbre thorough and reflective 
type of job. Basically, however, we are not contending 
with serious limiting factors." 
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APPENDIX C 
Letter of Transmittal and ·Evaluative Criteria 
PANHANDLE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE 
.Goodwell, Oklahoma 
April 10, 19.56 
Mr. A. o. Martiri -
Placement Director 
Oklahoma A. .& M. College 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
Dear Mr. Martin: 
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Within the past several years persons connected with and 
interested in teacher education have evidenced a concern 
for the problem of placement and follow- up of the graduates 
of the institutions offering teacher education. The Com-
mission on Teacher Education and Certification in Oklahoma 
have realized the importance of this problem and the 
Executive Secretary has promised support of the Commission 
for a voluntary study of this particular nature since the 
Commission does not have a sufficiently staffed research 
section to carry on research of this type. 
The study will attempt to ascertain the organizational and 
administrative patterns of placement and follow- up services 
and to identify the policies and procedures 6f these pro -
grams in the seventeen institutions in Oklahoma that have 
teacher education programs. Your cooperation is solicited 
in making such a study. 
Evaluative Criteria, in the form of a check list for ex-
pediency and simplicity of response, are enclosed as a 
guide in responding to the study. Please take a few 
minutes of your time, today if posstble, to complete this 
check list fully and accurately. A stamped , self-
addressed envelope is enclosed for your convenience in 
returning this questionnaire. By doing this you will aid 
your profession greatly and at the same time provide in-
formation that may be of great value to our state education 
program. 
The results of the study will be summarized and the 
information will be available to each institution as soon 




EVALUATIVE CRITERIA FOR ASCERTAINING THE ORGANIZATIONAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE PATTERNS OF PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW-UP .. 
SERVICES AND THE IDENTIFICATION OF POLICIES ;\ND . 
PROCEDURES OF THESE .PROGRAMS IN OKLAHOMA 
This cha.ck list is based upon the evaluative criteria 
developed by a commission evaluating teacher education in 
Pennsylvania in 1946. This commission was under the 
leadership of Dr. J. s . . Butterweck of Teachers College, 
Temple University. T~e check list is designed in such a 
manner that it is well suited for the appraisal of teacher 
placement and follow-up programs in Oklahoma institutions 
having teacher education programs. Appraisals in each 
institution should be the responsibility of the person in 
charge of the teacher placement service. In institutions 
where the placement director is not administratively a 
part of the department of education, it is recommended 
that the person in that department who is most closely 
associated with teacher placement and follow-up work 
cooperatively with the placement director in responding 
to this check list. 
In using this instrument, each item should be con-
sidered carefully and a decision reached concerning the 
extent to which the principle is operative within the 
institution. Please respond to each item. If any 
criterion is inapplicable in your particular . situation, 
check accordingly. Please explain responses of this 
kind in the space provided at the close of each section. 
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I. Policies 
1. The improvement of the educational 
structure of the region served is 
recognized as the primary func-
tion of the placement service. 
2. Registration in the placement 
service is required of all grad-
uates from the teacher education 
curricula and made available to 
all students in regular and 
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J. Efforts are made to explain to the 
desirable candidates the difficul-
ties they will encounter in secur-
ing positions. 
4. Efforts are made to find school 
situations where there is a 
reasonable hope that the less 
desirable candidates will 
succeed. 
5o The placement service is frank in 
advising prospective employers of 
the possible limitations of 
suggested candidates. 
6. Reasonable care is exercised to 
see that all material and testi-
monials are held in strict 
confidence. 
7. All requests for teachers are 
given reasonably prompt attention. 
8. The services are free of all 
costs to the registrants. 
9. Systematic efforts are made to 
instruct graduates in school law 
pertaining to contracts 9 salaries 9 
tenure 9 and legal responsibilities 
and limitations of classroom 
teachers. 
10. Systematic efforts are made to 
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11. The placement director is 
given opportunity to share 
in the making of policies 
for admission and guidance 
of students. 
12. The placement director is 
given opportunity to inter-
pret to the members of the 
administrative and instructional 
staff the needs of the public 
schools. 
13. The placement director is given 
opportunity to participate in 
curriculum revisions. 
14. The placement practices fall 
within the accepted philosophic 
pattern of teacher education. 
15. The placement practices are con-
sistent with the stated philos-
ophy of the institution • . 
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II. Organization and 
Administratio~ 
1. There is an official specifically 
charged with the definite res-
ponsibility of teacher placement. 
2. All requests for .. candidates for 
teaching positions .are reported 
to the placement officer and all 
final recommendations are made 
through h.is office. 
J. The director of placement is 
responsible to the chief adminis-
trative officer of the institution 
or to a coordinating administra-
tive official. 
4. Adequate provision is made for an 
accessible and suitably located 
permanent office. 
5. Adequate provision is made in 
light of present and expanding 
needs in secretarial and clerical 
service. 
6. Adequate provision of supplies 
and equipment is made. 
7. Adequate provision is made in 
light of present and expanding 
needs of suitable conference 
rooms·. 
8. Office procedures include ' definite 
delegation of duties and responsi-
bilities to secretaries ,and clerkso 
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9. Office procedures include a defi -
nitely planned channel of pro -
cedure for routing requests for 
candidates. 
10 . Office procedures include a · 
definitely planned system for 
interviews. 




1. The credentials include personal 
data such as: name, home address 
and telephone number, temporary 
address, date of birth, personal 
defects, if any, height and weight, 
marital status, and photograph. 
2. The credentials include scholastic 
data such as: secondary, under-
graduate and graduate, extra-
curricular, honors and awards 
received, credits summarized by 
subjects and fields of certifi-
cation. 
J. The credentials include teaching 
experience, vocational experience, 
and military record. 
4. The credentials include testi-
monials from supervisors of stu-
dent teaching, former secondary 
school officials or teach~rs, 
instructors in major fields, 
instructors in minor fields, 
director of extra-curricular 
activities, former employers, and 
home-community reference. 
5. The credentials include miscel-
laneous data such as: foreign 
residence or travel, biographical 
sketch. 
6. The plan for collecting the data 
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?. The plan for collecting the data 
includes a systematic procedure 
for sending blanks to staff mem-
bers and other references, includ-
ing check-up until they have been 
returned. 
8. The plan for collecting the data 
includes easy access to the col-
lege records. 
9. Provision is made for periodic 
revision of registrants' 
credentials. 
10. The provisions for assembling data 
include a permanent folder. 
11. The provisions for assembling data 
1nolude availability of several 
sets of each oandidatets creden-
tials up-to - date at all times. 
12. The provisions for assembling data 
include an effective system for 
filing and finding credentials. 
13. The provisions for assembling data 
include confidential information 
for private use of the director 
and his staff. 
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IV. Relations with Employing 
Officials -
l. Bulletins are · published describing 
the services of the placement 
office. 
2. College publications describe the 
services of the placement office. 
3. Systematic efforts are made to 
secure information concerning 
vacancies. 
4. Facilities are ample for inter-
viewing registrants, prospective 
employers and for prospective 
employers to interview candidates. 
5. The interests of the school dis-
tricts are protected by refraining 
from recommending teachers under 
contract within thirty (30) days 
of the opening of school. 
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v. Follow-up of Graduates 
1. Follow-up visits by instructional 
staff members include systematic 
visits during the first or sec-
ond year of teaching. 
2. Follow-up visits by instructional 
staff members include conferences 
with employers at the time of 
visitation. 
3. Follow-up visits by instructional 
staff members include written 
reports on the graduates to the 
placement office after 
visitations. 
4. Arrangements for follow-up visits 
are made in advance with school 
officials. 
5. Written reports are sent to the 
placement office by employers 
following the first year of 
service. 
6. Graduates are recalled to the cam-
pus for group conferences or 
demonstrations during the first 
year of teaching. 
7. Additional visits are made if 
requested by employing officials 
or when reports indicate the 
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8. Funds are provided to pay the 
expense of staff members engaged 
in the follow-up program. · 
9. Systematic efforts are made to 
keep experienced teachers 
interested in professional 
advancement. 
10. The placement director partici-
pates in the follow-up program. 
Notes or Explanations: 
VI. Research 
1. The placement director conducts 
research on the analysis of calls 
to determine trends in demand 
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2. The placement director conducts 
research on the analysis of grad-
uates and registrants to deter-
mine supply from year to year. 
J. The placement director conducts 
research on the analysis of 
placement for salaries, combina-
tions, extra- curricular demand , 
and demand by subjects and fields. 
4. Research is conducted for class -
room and extra-classroom demands 
upon teachers . 
5. Interpretation and disseminat i on 
of finding s include annual inter-
preted reports for clientele. 
6 . Interpretation and disseminat i on 
of findings include articles in 
colleg e magazines. 
7. There is a well - managed bulletin 
board near the placement office. 
8. Systematic reports are made 
periodically to staff and 
curriculum committees . 
9. Cooperative research i s conduc ted 
with state groups of placement 
officials regarding preferences 
of superintendents, salary trends, 
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Checksheets and Follow-up Information 
Used by Oklahoma Institutions 
The Department of Education at Panhandle A & M College 
desires your candid reaction to the items listed below. 
This form is a follow-up for graduates who are teachin~ · 
ancr-i~tended as an Instrument for possTbre-servlceo 
you in the future as well as a guide for improving the 
preparation of prospective teachers now in training. The 
information will be treated professionally and will not 
become part of your permanent record here. Thank you for 
this contribution to the teaching profession. 
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Please rate the following factors as sources of difficulty 
for you during the present school year: (checkone for 
each i tern). 
1. Your mastery of subject 
matter 
2, Methods and techniques 
of teaching 
3. Classroom organization 
and management 
4. Classroom morale and 
control 
5. Ability to get along 
with colleagues 
6. Community relationships 
7. Extra-curricular duties 
8. Teaching load 
9. Understanding of and 
interest in pupils 
10. 
11. 
Your teaching personality 
Competency in English 
expression 
Degree of Difficulty 
Experienced 
Very 










Relationships with parents 
Adequacy of library and 
other sources of materials 
Understanding of educational 
philosophy and objectives 






Position --------------------------~Date ----------~~ 
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The Department of Education at Panhandle A & M College 
desires to have information concerning the work of the 
following individual as a teacher in your school system. 
·we shall appreciate it if you will give us the information 
asked for below. This form is a follow-up for graduates 
who are teaching and is intended as an instrument for 
possible service to them in the future as well as a guide 
for improving the preparation of prospective teachers now 
in training. The information will be treated profession-
ally and will not become part of the teacher's permanent 
record here. Thank you for this contribution to the 
teaching profession. 
Name of Teacher 
Location --------------------~A-n_n_u_a•1--s-a•1-a-r-y~----~-
Subjeots or grades taught or teaching 
--------------------
Qualities (Check) Superior Good Average Fair Poor 
-l. Personality, Appearance, 
Forcefulness 
2. Mastery of s~upb~3-e-cpt~M~a~t~t~e~r~---------------------------
3. Dependability 4. Understanding--o•r--an-a..---------------------------------
Interest in Students 
S, Ability to Instruct------------------------------
6. Competency in Englis 
Expression 
7. Ability to-e•o~n-t~r-0~1 ...... --------------------------------
8. Sincerity or Purpose 
9, General Culture ----------------------------------
10. Leadership, Initiative, 
Resourcefulness 




13. Ability--to __ g_e_t~a-10-ng--------------------------------
with Colleagues 14. Contribution to----e-----------------------------------
Welfare of Community __________________________ ~-----
15. General Rating ________ ~--------~----~--~--~~---
Comments: 
OKLAHOMA Ao AND M. COLLEGE 
Stillwater, .Oklahoma 
February 15, 19$6 
To School Offic la.ls: 
This office will appreciate it very much if 
you will fill out and retu~n the ~nolosed report 
relative to the teacher whose name appears on 
the form, and who, according to our records, is 
a beginning teacher in your school system. 
. If' you would r.e. the?' writ~ us about this 
teacher than fill out the· report form; this will 
be quite satisfactory. 
Thank you very muoh for giving your time 
to this important matter and .f'or the prompt 
return of the form in the enolosed reply envelope. 
Sincerely, 
OKLAHOMA A .. AND M .. COtL'.FJGE 
A.. o. Martin 





FIRST-YEAR TEACEER REPORT 
CONFIDENTIAL REPORT CONCERNING 
~ ............................................................................................................ -
Grade or subject assignment 
~ .................................... .._ ......... __ .................. .....,... ........................... ~ 
1. Please evaluate this teacher by placing a check mark 
(x) at the appropriate place on the following scale. 
Consider the teacher on a comparative basis in terms 
of other beginners. 
Definitely 
a failure I I I I I I I I I I I Outstandingly successful 
2. If this teacher has any traits or attitudes or abilities 
you would characterize as strong, please explain them 
here. 
3. If this teacher has any traits or attitudes or 
abilities you would characterize as weak, please 
explain them here. 
4, If you have detected anything in the work of this 
teaoher wh1oh you think might be traced to 1nadequao1es 
in the training or preparation of this teaoher, please 
explain here. 
S, I£ you have deteoted anything in the work of this 
teaoher wh1oh you feel may be traoed to strong point 
in the training or preparation of this teaoher, pl a e 
explain here, 
VITA 
Johnny Freeman McKee 
-Candidate for the Degree of 
Doctor of Education 
Thesis a A CRITICAL .EVALUATION OF THE ORGANIZATION AND 
ADMINISTRATION. OF PROGRAMS OF PLACEMENT AND . 
FOLLOW-UP IN .OKLAHOMA INSTITUTIONS THAT HAVE 
TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAMS . . . . . -
. ' 
Major Fields Educational Administration 
Biographical: 
Personal data: Born near Rocky, Oklahoma, December 
30, 1916, the son of Ernest Polk and Nellie Mae 
McKee. 
Education: Attended grade school in Dill City , Salem, 
and Cordell, Oklahoma; graduated .from Rocky High 
Sohool in 1934; received the Bachelor of Soienoe 
degree from the Panhandle Agricultural and Me -
chanical College, with a major in Social ~oienoe , 
in May, 1938; reoeived the Master of Science 
degree from Oklahoma Agrioul~ural nd Meoha.riioal 
College, with a major in Educational Adminis -
tration, in August, 1941; completed requirements 
for tne Doctor of Education degree in August, 1956. 
Professional experience: Taught in the public schools 
of Oklahoma from 1938 through 1942; served in the 
United Sta tea Air Forces fr9m.. 1942 through 1945; 
taught at Panhandle Agricultural and Mechanical 
College from 1946 to 1948; served as superintend-
ent in the p~blic schools of Oklahoma from 1948 
through 19.52r since 19.52, except for one year in 
private business and one year as a teaching 
fellow in the Education Department, Oklahoma 
Agricultural and Mechanical College, Stillwater , 
Oklahoma, has been teaching at Panhandle Agricul -
tural and Mechanical College, Goodwell, Oklahoma . 
